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Initiaal issue

Executivve Summaryy
Flight sim
mulators are extensively used
u
in enginneering desig
gn, development and flighht training, an
nd are an
essential tool in the coonceive-design
n-build and quualification prrocesses of fix
xed- and rotarry-wing aircraaft. In this
report, A
ARISTOTEL key
k findings and practicall simulator ap
pplications du
uring the projject test camp
paigns are
summarizzed for fixed--and rotary-wiing flight sim
mulators. First,, the simulator settings are discussed acccording to
the majorr simulator coomponents, i..e. the visual,, the motion and the contrrol loading syystems. Then simulator
guidelinees related to simulator
s
settiings and taskss for exposing
g A/RPCs aree provided. Thhe report also
o provides
some piloot training prootocols for unm
masking A/RP
PC in the simu
ulator.
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1

Deliverable D5.2

Introduction

One of the main objectives of the ARISTOTEL project is to provide simulator guidelines to engineers whose
tasks it is to unmask A/RPCs during trials performed on flight simulators. This deliverable is issued to provide
those guidelines. It also contains ideas on protocols for pilots in order to train them to avoid A/RPC events
occurring in-flight or, when the A/RPC occurred, to teach the pilots to deal with them. In this sense, the present
work is written from two points of view: one point of view is of the engineer that has to unmask A/RPCs in the
simulator, the other point of view is of the pilot willing to avoid such instabilities or, if they happen, to tame
these events. The simulator guidelines are related first to the settings of the major “hardware” components of a
simulator (i.e. motion system, image generation system, control loading system). The guidelines are then related
to the tasks that can be used to trigger such events. The report makes a distinction between the settings for
unmasking the rigid body A/RPCs and aeroelastic RPCs. Also, guidelines related to biodynamic testing are
included in this report. The document does not include (except for the fixed wing aircraft) the other major
component of the simulator, i.e. the “software” mathematical model of the simulator as this part of the simulator
was extensively investigated in ARISTOTEL’S deliverables of work package 2 and 3.

2

Simulator Guidelines for Rotary Wing Aircraft

2.1
2.1.1

Simulator Settings for rigid body RPC
Motion filters

The general motion base motion algorithm architectures for both the SIMONA Research Simulator (SRS) and
HeliFlightR Simulator (HFR) research simulators used during the project’s rigid body test campaigns are shown
in Figure 1.

(a) Motion filter block diagram - HFR
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(b) Motion ffilter block dia
agram - SRS

F
Figure
1. Motion
M
filter algorithms of HFR (a) and SRS(b)
b).
ors is relativelyy similar. Dettails of the
It can be seen from Figgure 1 that thee motion filterr architecture both simulato
n Refs 3 and 44. Briefly, HF
FR uses a third
d order high-ppass filter for all motion
simulatorr algorithms can be found in
channels,, whereas SRS
S uses a third order filter onnly for the heaave axis and utilizes
u
a secon
ond order filterr for all of
the other channels. Annother differen
nce is the tilt coordination in the SRS allgorithm. Tilt coordination is used to
include eeffects of transslation commaands in rotatioonal axis in orrder to achiev
ve coordinatedd motion basee response.
Althoughh it is not manndatory, benefi
fit of applyingg the tilt coord
dination is smo
oother motionn response durring multiaxis aggrressive tasks because
b
the tiltt coordinationn provides cro
oss-coupled motion cues, unnlike individual channel
responsess. However, tiilt coordinatio
on uses a low pass filter, wh
hich increasess the phase diistortion of thee resultant
response around mid-ffrequencies. Phase distortioon physically can
c be interprreted as the laag of the motio
on base in
certain raange of frequuencies. Conssidering the pphysical speccifications of the simulatoor motion basses, pilots
commentted that the reesultant motio
on cues in booth simulatorss were comparable. The avvailability of longer
l
leg
strokes foor SRS providdes a larger po
ossible motionn envelope, and
a hydraulic actuators provvide a powerfful motion
commandd when compaared to electric servos of H
HFR motion baase due to the heavier weighht of the SRS simulator
components on the mootion platform
m (e.g. cabineet, projection screen). The overall compparisons of mo
otion base
capabilitiies were preseented in ref 4.
t
the SRS simulator
s
hadd been used in
n rotorcraft
The first project rotaryy-wing test campaign was tthe first time that
mode. Thhus, the choicce of motion base
b
parameteers was madee giving consiideration to thhe safety of th
he motion
base (andd the simulatoor occupants) by
b using actuuator position and rate limits obtained froom previous fixed-wing
f
aggressivve tasks. During the first teest campaign,, a common set
s of motion base filter seettings was ussed for all
flying tassks in SRS. Thhese settings are
a listed in Taable 1.
nd

A Tasks
All

Gain
(-)

2

order break
freq
(rad/s)

Roll

0.5

Pitch

0.6

Yaw

0.7

Surge

0.6

2.0

Sway

0.5

2.0

Heave

0.5

2.5

st

Damping
Ratio
(‐)

1 order break
freq
(rad/s)

2.0
‐

‐

1.0
3.0
‐

1.0

0.2
st

T
Table
1. SRS
S motion filtter settings during 1 teest campaiggn
A first orrder filter wass used in attitu
ude channels oof the SRS mo
otion base, wh
hereas translattions were seccond order
for longittudinal and laateral axes, an
nd a third ordeer filter was utilized
u
for heeave axis (seee Table 1). A first order
266073_A
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filter for attitude comm
mands was th
heoretically suufficient for cu
ueing rotation
nal acceleratioon commandss, however
some flyiing tasks withh aggressive an
nd coupled coontrol (e.g. thee roll-step man
noeuvre) leadd to noticeablee simulator
drifts, whhich drives thhe simulator in
nto positions such that the new orientation is furtherr away from the neutral
position oof the simulatoor.. As a resullt, washout alggorithms coulld cause such a position drifft if the high pass
p filters
are low oorder Thus, itt was decided
d to increase the filter ordeer to second order in the eexpense of more
m
phase
distortionn for the seconnd test campaiign.
After the first test cam
mpaign, the aim
m was to matcch the responsse of both mo
otion bases as closely as po
ossible and
to tune thhem for each task
t
to be und
dertaken. How
wever, several factors limited
d the overall ssuccess of thee matching
process. F
First, both mootion systems have very diffferent physical specificatio
ons in terms oof size and mo
otion drive
power soources (e.g. hyydraulic and electric). Thiss difference makes
m
the com
mparisons scaaled per simu
ulators and
matchingg chosen param
meters could lead
l
to mismaatching other aspects
a
(e.g. angular
a
rate reesponse match
hing could
result in base orientatiion mismatch). Furthermorre, the varied simulator speecifications allso resulted in
n different
motion ennvelopes, actuuator speeds and
a acceleratioon limits, all of which shap
ped the operat
ational envelop
pe of each
simulatorr. Due to the nature
n
of RPC
C scenarios, thhese limiting values
v
were ex
xpected to be reached, unliike a more
representtative operatioonal task. Second, the diffferences betw
ween softwarre architecturees and settings caused
difficultiees while mattching the sim
mulators. Thee SRS softwaare structure is comprisedd of a set off in-house
developedd real-time coodes. These provide
p
open access to the filter shaping
g modules andd individual adjustment
a
for any pparameter of the
t motion system is possibble. Howeverr, HFR uses a semi-closed software structure with
only seleectable adaptiive filters. Fin
nally, there w
was not enou
ugh time for a full spectruum simulator matching
process bbetween simulator trials, duee to the usagee of simulatorss for other pro
ojects during thhat period.
During thhe second rigiid body test campaign, preccision hover and
a roll step tasks
t
were floown and each simulator
were adjuusted with diffferent motion
n filter settinggs per flying task.
t
Task-wisse motion filtter settings off HFR and
SRS are shown in Figuure 2 and Fig
gure 3 respectiively, with highlighted high-pass filter bblock in the motion
m
cue
algorithm
m structure of each
e
simulato
or.

Figgure 2. Motion filter setttings of HF
FR during2nd test campaaign

266073_A
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Figgure 3. Motiion filter setttings of SR
RS during2ndd test campaaign
It can be seen from Figure
F
2 and Figure
F
3 that S
SRS was utiliized with high
her filter gainss than HFR for
fo attitude
channels,, with higher filter
f
pass freq
quencies, duee to its second
d order structu
ure. The beneffit of this is leess motion
phase disstortion with a higher risk of
o drift. Filterr gains and breeak frequenciees suggest thaat HFR and SR
RS motion
filter inpuuts are in diffferent formatts (SRS uses specific forcees whereas HFR
H
‘could’ bbe using acceelerations).
Despite tthe matching efforts, the source
s
of notiiceable differrence between
n filter valuess was not sattisfactorily
identifiedd due to limiteed time. Howeever, each sim
mulator was effficiently functional for bothh test campaig
gns within
their ownn limitations and
a they perfecctly completedd both test cam
mpaigns witho
out any severee motion prob
blems.
Figure 4 shows the coomparison of motion cue rratings for tw
wo common taasks (Precisionn Hover and Roll Step
tasks) of 1st and 2nd Riggid Body Testt Campaigns ((RBTC) in SR
RS and HFR.
10

HF
FR-1st RBTC
SR
RS-1st RBTC
SR
RS-2nd RBTC

9
8
Motion Cue Ratings

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
-1

Precision
n Hover

R Step
Roll

Figurre 4. Motionn cue rating
gs (mean annd standard
d deviation bars)
b
of Preecision Hover and
Roll Stepp tasks in HF
FR and SRSS for 1st and
d 2nd Rigid Body
B
Test C
Campaigns
266073_A
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It can be seen from Figure 4 that 2nd test campaign resulted in better motion cue ratings in SRS when compared
to 1st test campaign, which were also supported by pilot comments as well. Using task-dependent motion filter
settings in the 2nd RBTC has improved the motion cue capabilities of SRS with more realistic motion behaviour
(according to provided Motion Cue ratings). However, there are two points to consider while interpreting Figure
4. First, the Roll Step task in the 1st RBTC in SRS was not the same as the one used in 2nd test campaign.
Despite, required control and vehicle response aggressiveness were similar, as commented by the participated
pilots. Second, not all pilots were participated in both simulation tasks. For example, Pilot A did not complete
Precision Hover task in SRS during the first RBTC and pilot F only participated in the 2nd RBTC. Nevertheless,
the means and standard deviations in Figure 4 could be used to observe the general trend of motion cue ratings
deviation. Another observation from Figure 4 is the similarity of motion cue ratings between simulators. With
task dependent motion filter settings of SRS in the 2nd RBTC, during which HFR used almost identical setting of
the 1st RBTC with fine-tuning adjustments in HFR filter parameters, both simulators showed close motion cue
ratings for both tasks. This indicates that both simulators provided similar motion cues although matching of the
simulator bases was not completely accomplished.

2.1.2

Visual systems

Detailed specifications of the visual systems for both the SRS and HFR simulators are reported in Deliverable
4.6 [ref. 3]. The main difference between simulator visual systems is the field of view (FoV) capabilities of the
projection screens, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. FoV comparison of HFR and SRS simulators
Although the difference between simulator FoVs has been discussed previously in several deliverables (e.g.
Refs. 3and 4), a summary of this discussion in relation to the smaller FoV in SRS is given below:




It leads to lower Usable Cue Environment (UCE) ratings, especially for tasks that require close ground
reference cues;
It generally resulted in worse Handling Qualities Ratings (HQRs) because pilots had difficulties in
detecting the adequate and desired boundaries defined for the ADS-33 tasks;
It generally lead to more relaxed pilot controls, which resulted in more masked RPC tendencies.

However, during the second test campaign, modifications to the task design helped to reduce the effect of visual
difference between simulator setups and more consistent pilot ratings were achieved (see section on Task
Guidelines).
During the first test campaign, simulators used different visual environment databases to model the same ADS33 tasks, as illustrated in Figure 6.

266073_ARISTOTEL_D5.2 Simulation guidelines for A/RPC prediction
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(a) HFR

Figure 6. Verticcal manoeuvvre visual seetup in SRS (a) and HF
FR (b)
ferences had minor
m
effects oon the pilot’s perception
p
Althoughh it was reportted in Deliveraable 4.6 that thhe visual diffe
of the tassk, the secondd test campaig
gn benefited ffrom using ex
xact the samee visual databbase from HFR
R in SRS.
Thus, thee pilots flew thhe same taskss (Precision H
Hover and Rolll Step) using exactly the saame course dimensions
d
and visuaal environmennt. This match
hing of the sim
mulator outsid
de world visu
ual environmeent was implemented in
order to rreduce as manny sources off experimentall difference ass possible in order
o
to be abble to compare the final
effects off physical variiations betweeen the two sim
mulators.
The optioon of adding a ‘chin window
w’ display to S
SRS was discussed. The id
dea here was tto provide bettter ground
texture vvisualisation and
a hence the possibility oof improved visual
v
perception during loow-level mano
oeuvres in
SRS. Thhis was to be achieved
a
by reeplacing the m
mid-console with
w display monitors.
m
How
wever, due to the
t limited
time for hhardware and software prep
paration to acccomplish this adaptation, it could not be iimplemented.

2.1.3

F
Flight Control System settings
s

Both HFR and SRS simulators
s
incclude differennt control loaading systemss, which madde it difficult to match
between simulators. However,
H
the primary
p
settinggs are similar and final con
nfigurations w
were achieved according
to Bo 1055 feel characteeristics, as discussed in Delliverable 4.6.
During thhe second test campaign, the cyclic settinngs were varieed in order to investigate
i
thee effect of thiss variation
when tryiing to expose RPCs in a sim
mulator trial. T
The variation of the parameters is shown in Figure 7.

266073_A
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ACCEPTABLE

UNACCE
EPTABLE

Figuure 7. Varia
ation of conttrol loading
g system parrameters in SRS.
mate effect of varied
v
cyclic loading settinngs depends on
n the pilot
It was concluded in Deeliverable 4.8 that the ultim
f
in the siimulator. Pilo
ots showed different tendenncies when su
ubjected to
control sttrategy and thhe task to be flown
varied coontrol loading settings in thee presence andd absence of motion
m
as welll, as illustratedd in Figure 8.

N-PPIOR letters
266073_A
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A
B
C
D
E

Figure 8. New Pilot-Induced oscillations ratings for various control loading settings, with
and without motion during hover pole location = 20 ft.
Although there are not enough data to form definitive conclusions, it can be summarized that Pilot A favoured
more resistant (higher natural frequency) and more damped (higher damping ratio) control loading settings,
especially for motion on configurations, see Figure 8. In addition, he favoured motion on cases over motion off
cases, regardless of the control loading settings. This suggests that for pilot A, motion cues played a supportive
role for the Precision Hover PH task configuration, and secondary effects were due to varied control loading
settings. Pilot D, however, preferred motion off configurations as his preference was reflected by his PIO ratings.
Moreover, he did not show noticeable differences between various control loading settings. This implies that
Pilot D responded dominantly to the visual cues, and motionless configurations lead him better to compensate
for PIO occurrences.
Similar results were obtained for the Roll Step manoeuvre and these results are discussed in Deliverable 4.8.
Finally, it can be concluded that the control loading settings have ‘subjective’ effects on RPC test campaigns
depending on the task and the participating pilot’s control strategy.

2.2
2.2.1

Simulator settings for Rotorcraft Aero-elastic Test Campaigns
Motion filters

This experiment was conducted within the UoL’s HELIFLIGHT-I simulator shown in Figure 9.

266073_ARISTOTEL_D5.2 Simulation guidelines for A/RPC prediction
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Figure 9 External and internal views of HELIFLIGHT-I research simulator at the UoL
The maximum values of displacement, velocity, and acceleration in this motion system for each degree of
freedom respectively are shown in the Table below.

Table 2 HELIFLIGHT-I Simulator Motion System Envelope
Axis

Displacement

Velocity

Acceleration

Surge

±0.465 [m]

±0.7 [m/s]

±0.6 [g]

Sway

±0.430 [m]

±0.7 [m/s]

±0.6 [g]

Heave

±0.250 [m]

±0.6 [m/s]

±0.6 [g]

Roll

±28 [°]

±40 [°/s]

Not specified

Pitch

-32 [°]/+34 [°]

±40 [°/s]

Not specified

Yaw

±44 [°]

±60 [°/s]

Not specified

There are eight motion digital filters (filters 0-7) implemented in the HELIFLIGHT-I Simulator (Maxcue 610450) motion drive algorithm. The inputs to each filter may be connected to any one of six inputs to the motion
drive algorithm (Host data latches 0-5) and the outputs may be connected to any one of the motion platform
degrees-of-freedom (Kinematics inputs 0-5). The filters implemented in the HELIFILIGHT-I Simulator motion
drive algorithm use the classical third-order washout filters of the form as shown above and the related values
are shown in Table 3.

Table 3 Transfer function coefficients for the 3rd-order high-pass filters
Filter

Order

K

ζ

ωn

ωb

0

3HP

1.0

1.0

1.7

1.7

1

3HP

1.0

1.0

1.7

1.7

2

3HP

1.0

1.0

3.0

3.0

3

3HP

1.0

0.79

1.58

2.5

4

3HP

1.0

0.79

1.58

2.5

5

3HP

1.0

0.707

1.414

2.0

6

3LP

2.0

1.0

2.0

2.0

7

3LP

2.0

1.0

2.0

2.0

266073_ARISTOTEL_D5.2 Simulation guidelines for A/RPC prediction
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Visual systems

In the HELIFLIGHT-I simulator, three LCD monitor displays are collimated (Figure 10) to focus the displayed
image at optical infinity giving enhanced depth perception, which is particularly important for hovering and low
speed flight [96]. The displays provide a 135 (± 67.5) horizontal field-of-view by 40 deg vertical field-of-view.
The vertical field-of-view is extended to 60 deg by using two flat-screen ‘chin-window’ displays in the cockpit
foot-well. The three main displays have a resolution of 1024 x 768 pixels and a refresh rate of 60 Hz.

Figure 10 Collimated display system in the HELIFLIGHT-I simulator
The comparison of the outside-world field-of-view for the HELIFLIGHT-I and HELIFLIGHT-R simulators is
shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11 Comparison of field-of-view from HELIFLIGHT-I and HELIFLIGHT-R (left-hand
seat) simulators

2.2.3

Flight Control System settings

A simple SCAS has been implemented on the longitudinal, lateral, and yaw control channels of the aircraft
simulation model to improve its stability. The SCAS structure used in the simulation has been shown in Figure
12.

266073_ARISTOTEL_D5.2 Simulation guidelines for A/RPC prediction
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Figgure 12 SCA
AS structuree used in thee experimen
nts to impro
ove aircraft model stability
As shownn in Figure 133, the simple SCAS
S
developped provides direct
d
feedbacck between thee angular rates p, q, r at
the heliccopter CG annd the servo--actuator dem
mand signals. It includes: 3 low-pass Butterworth filters, 3
proportioonal-integral (P
PI) controllerrs, and 1 cycliic mixing unit. The cut-offf frequency off the second-o
order lowpass Buttterworth filterrs is 10 Hz. Fiilters have beeen introduced
d to account fo
or the dynamiccs of the senssors and to
remove hhigh frequencyy signals relatted to noise orr external distturbances. Thee SCAS gainss have been designed to
place thee flight mechaanics roots insside the Leveel 1 boundariees. The cyclic mixing unit has been intrroduced to
account ffor the swashpplate phase ang
gle effect. Mooreover, the SC
CAS gains aree not scheduleed with the flight speed.
The values have been selected to obtain
o
adequatte handling qualities within
n the complette flight enveelope from
hover to tthe maximum
m flight speed.

2.2.4

R
Real-Time Implementa
I
ation of Aerooelastic Mod
del in HELIFLIGHT-I SSimulator

The relatted experimenntal set-up for the aeroelasstic model to shake the piilot in the sim
mulator is illu
ustrated in
Figure 144.

Figurre 14 Schemaatic of biodyn
namic test ca
ampaign set-uup
266073_A
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The main elements illustrated in the Figure above are described in more detail in the following Sections.
The motion base of Figure 14 is driven by proprietary software (MB-MOVE) provided by Motionbase (now part
of QinetiQ). The communication process between the FLIGHTLAB flight-physics modelling software and the
motion base hardware is via an is achieved using a utility (in FLIGHTLAB) that enables data blocks to be
written to and read from models and enables the broadcasting of these data across a network (‘flcomms’). In fact,
all components shown in Figure 14 communicate with each other through this utility. A new version of this
software was compiled that had the following additions made to it:



Read in the current state of the ‘model’ being used to drive the motion base e.g. ‘Run’, ‘Pause’, ‘Reset’
etc. These states were used not only to stop/start the excitation demand being applied to the simulator
motion base but also to trigger the data recording and file writing process.
Broadcast the platform motion and actuator servo demands. These were used to validate a model of the
motion base described later in this Section.

The motion base driver software in Figure 14 requires six data items as input. These are termed the ‘Specific
Forces’ which are: 1) three linear acceleration components (surge (fore-aft), sway (left-right) and heave (updown)) and 2) three rotational rates (pitch, roll and yaw). For the 2DOF model implemented here, the vertical
acceleration that would be felt by the pilot and that is transmitted to the simulator motion system. In order to
provide these to the motion base driver software, which was ‘listening’ on the network for a specific data block
(‘MOTIONBASE’) containing these data, a dummy FLIGHTLAB model was created. In simple terms, this
model read in the required excitation demand from a text file and then wrote it out again to the MOTIONBASE
data block which was then broadcast across the simulation facility network.
Whilst the motion base modelling provided the required confidence to proceed with the testing, there was still
some need for caution. The motion system contains a Motionbase proprietary safety system that is intended to
protect the base from inadvertent damage. No information is available for this ‘adaptive filtering’ and hence
could not be included in the motion base model. Whilst its exclusion from the modelling process should only
have led to the conservative predictions, the actual testing was approached such that any risk to hardware or
personnel was minimised as follows:



All excitations were applied to the pod with no occupant prior to the test campaigns.
Excitations in any given axis/combinations of axis were always applied with the lowest amplitude first.

In order to measure the actual excitation being experienced by the pod occupant, a MicroStrain® 3DM-GX1®
motion sensor was procured by UoL. The sensor was mounted as shown in Figure 15 on the simulator motion
base frame.

Figure 15 MicroStrain 3DM-GX1® motion sensor mounting location
Figure 15a indicates the sensor location which is behind, below and set back from the pilot seat in the pod. The
sensor unit was bolted to a 5mm steel plate which was then fastened to the motion base using existing bolts that
secure the simulator pod to the motion base frame. Figure 15b shows the 3DM-GX1® unit mounted in place. It
shows the view ‘looking up’ from this was considered to be the most ‘rigid’ location that was the also the most
accessible for mounting purposes.
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In order that the 3DM-GX1® could be of use to the aeroelastic test, a specific program was written to request that
the device output measured linear acceleration, rotational rate and angular measurement data (1 per axis so 9
data values in total). These data were then broadcast in a data block across the facility network
(‘ACCELEROMETER’).
The requirements for the testing specified that both control inceptor and occupant arm positions be recorded for
any given excitation. Because the excitation was being passed through a FLIGHTLAB model (albeit a ‘dummy’
one), then stick positions were automatically generated during a real-time run. These data were simply added to a
data block and broadcast across the simulator network (‘STICKPOS’). In addition, limb positions (wrist and
above the elbow) were measured using two Xsens MTx motion sensors procured by POLIMI. The two MTx
sensors were secured to the occupant using elastic fasteners, similar to those in use with the medical profession.
Once again, a bespoke program was written (by POLIMI) to interrogate these devices for motion data, to write
these data to data blocks and to broadcast these blocks across the simulator network (‘MTX1’, ‘MTX2’).

2.3
2.3.1

Simulator Guidelines to expose Rigid Body RPC
Task Guidelines

In the first RBTC, a detailed appraisal of task suitability to expose RPCs was conducted. Findings from this
appraisal are outlined in Deliverable 4.6 [Ref. 3]. From this study, it was concluded that a number of tasks were
suitable for exposing RPCs. However, it was considered that their application could be improved through
modifications to task performance standards.
In the 2nd RBTC, efforts were made to design tasks suitable for RPC detection. From the tasks investigated in the
1st RBTC, the Precision Hover and Roll Step manoeuvres were found to be the most successful for exposing
RPCs. This was due to the tight control elements required for the tasks, and the suitability of the tasks for use in
motion-based simulation. Therefore, rather than design completely new tasks, the decision was taken to modify
these existing tasks, to improve their capability to expose RPCs. The goal here was to increase pilot workload
during tasks, through an increase in task bandwidth. This was to be achieved through modifications in the visual
environment.
Precision Hover modifications
The PH manoeuvre, contained within ADS-33, is a multi-axis re-position stabilization task to assess low speed
performance. The task assesses both the ability of the aircraft to transition from translating flight to hover, and
the ability to maintain precise position. Task performance is driven by a series of visual elements, positioned
within the environment. The primary height and lateral cueing is given by the `hover board'. During the 1st
RBTC, during completion of the PH manoeuvre, experimental cases were completed where pilots were asked to
increase their aggression, in order to observe differences in RPC potential. The difference in RPC potential
through a reduction in hover board size was observed, and offered an interesting outcome. Forcing the pilots into
tighter control caused them to expose more deficiencies in the vehicle, and increases their incipience to RPC.
Moreover, the results from simulation were found to better reflect predictions.
The manoeuvre task performance was engineered by making changes to the reference pole location. Pilots were
required to maintain a stabilized hover whilst keeping the pole reference position within the hover board from
their point of view. It is usual for the pole to be placed midway between the hover board and the reference hover
location. ADS-33 recommends a distance of 150ft between the aircraft and hover board, with the pole located
75ft from the aircraft. If the reference pole is moved closer to the aircraft, it decreases the tolerances for
completion of the task. In the investigation, 3 pole locations were used; 75ft, 40ft, and 20ft from the aircraft. The
distance between the aircraft and the hover board was kept constant at 150ft. This causes changes to the lateral,
longitudinal, and height tolerances, given directly by the cueing environment. For example, with the reference
pole at 20ft, tolerances are reduced by a factor of 5. However, heading tolerances directly given by the cueing
environment, along with longitudinal track position, remain unchanged. Figure 16 and Figure 17 show the pole
at the central location (75ft) and at the closest (20ft) location. Excluding changes in the reference pole location,
the course was set-up to replicate performance standards for Scout/Attack and Cargo/Utility rotorcraft (as
outlined in ADS-33).
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In the 2nd RBTC, aggression was also engineered through changes to the course layout. Four different Roll Step
configurations were flown, in both HFR and SRS. The ‘standard’ Roll Step manoeuvre tolerances, employed in
the 1st RBTC, are shown in Figure 19. Tolerances are set for a runway with a width of 200ft. Transitions are to
be achieved within 1500ft, and the vehicle must pass through ‘gates’ with a minimal roll attitude. This was
referred to as Roll Step Configuration 1. Three additional configurations were derived. Configuration 2 used the
poles with the same longitudinal runway position, but ‘gate’ lateral tolerances were tightened. Desired and
adequate track positions through the gates were reduced from 60ft and 30ft to 30ft and 15ft respectively. This
was in order to increase the pilot gain during the stabilisation phase of the manoeuvre. Pilots were required to
apply tighter control, to track the edge of the runway. Configuration 3 used the same ‘gate’ tolerances as
Configuration 1, but applied changes to the longitudinal position of the gates. The longitudinal distance between
gates was reduced by 1/3. Therefore, distance for runway transition reduced from 1500ft to 1000ft.
Configuration 4 was a combination of the gate positions used in Configuration 3, and the gate lateral tolerances
used in Configuration 2.

Figure 19: `Standard’ Roll Step manoeuvre tolerances
Vehicle Configurations Tested
All vehicle configurations flown during the investigation, for both the Precision Hover and Roll Step tasks, are
shown in Table 4. These configurations were selected to represent different levels of PIO susceptibility. Only
vehicle Configuration 1 was considered to exhibit no susceptibility for PIO. Configurations 1-4 were used during
completion of the Precision Hover manoeuvre, whilst Configurations 1, 5-6 were used during completion of the
Roll Step manoeuvre.

Table 4: Vehicle Configurations used during task investigation
CONF.

Long. Delay Lim

1
2
3
4
5
6

0
0
0
180
0
0

Long.
Lim.
∞
∞
5
5
∞
∞

Rate Lat. Delay
0
250
0
250
220
220

Lat. Rate Lim. PIO
Susceptibility
∞
NO
∞
CAT. I
2.5
CAT. II
2.5
CAT. I & II
∞
CAT. I
2.5
CAT. I & II

Results – Precision Hover
Here, only the key results relating to the task suitability to expose RPC are shown. In Deliverable 4.8, further
results relating to the Handling Qualities Ratings and Novel PIO ratings are discussed. Figure 20 to Figure 25
display the PIO ratings obtained for all configurations flown for the Precision Hover manoeuvre, by all pilots,
and in both motion-based flight simulators. Results are separated by the hover task flown.
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location is placed at 20ft, both simulators show strong PIO tendencies for CONF.4. This matches the predictions
made prior to the investigation. One advantage that was found through moving the location of the hover pole was
the increase in importance given to the forward cueing elements. Particularly in SRS, the strongest visual cueing
is offered forward of the pilot seat. Poor peripheral cueing leads to difficulty in judging lateral and longitudinal
drift. This shift of task performance to the region where cueing is most similar between the simulators leads to
consistency in task performance, and consistency in the ratings awarded.
The observation made when the pole location is brought closest to the pilot is that all of the pilots are now shown
to experience oscillations. For the other cases, all pilots were not found to experience PIO events, and the
incipience to PIO was found to be a function of pilot control strategy. The difference between Pilot A and Pilot
D is a good example of this difference. Pilot A was found to be very high gain during task completion. The pilot
always fought to find the best performance possible. Furthermore, he was very resistant to abandoning the task,
or to apply a reduction in control amplitude/frequency to improve vehicle handling characteristics. Conversely,
Pilot D was found to be very low gain throughout. The pilot was keen to ‘break out’ of the loop whenever there
was an opportunity. Furthermore, he was much more reluctant to apply tight control and was only interested in
achieving the task performance standards set. By this, it is meant that the pilot would make no effort to achieve
performance better than given by required standards. This led to the suggestion that the task performance
standards were not tight enough for the evaluation of PIO tendencies. A difference in their strategies may be a
result of their experience. Pilot A has been a consultant test pilot for the University of Liverpool for over 10
years and no longer flies helicopters regularly. Pilot D however is a current military test pilot for the Royal
Netherlands Air Force, but with much less experience than Pilot A. Evaluations in SRS and HFR were his first
experience of testing in an academic environment. Their flying was much more in-line with that expected during
normal operations; he was wary of over-controlling the vehicle, and treated situations where he entered
oscillations in a much more safety-conscious manner. Pilots were not specifically instructed to fly a particular
way during the briefing process, as it was more important that pilots approached tasks as they saw fit. Instructing
pilots to fly in a certain way may cause results obtained to lack any relation to realistic piloting strategy.
However, what is shown by the ratings awarded is that both Pilots had similar experiences for the modified
Precision Hover. This suggests that the changes to the manoeuvre have achieved, to some extent, the goal of
increasing consistency between pilots.
Figure 26 and Figure 27 show typical results from completed Precision Hover manoeuvres in HFR, with the
most PIO prone configuration, CONF4. The cases show pilot control activity with respect to time for all control
channels. As shown, both Pilot A and D approach the task in similar ways; they both disturb the aircraft from
trim and begin a translation using small, non-oscillatory control inputs. Between 10 and 20 seconds, both pilots
reach maximum ground speed, at a value of only 1 knot difference (shown in Figure 28). Both pilots arrest the
vehicle translational rate through a commanded oscillatory control input. However, following this input, Pilot D
almost opens the control loop, and applies only very small control inputs. Furthermore, the pilot keeps
translations slow (i.e. a ground speed lower than 1 knot). Pilot A however maintains closed-loop control, to
achieve performance parameters to the best of his ability. However, this results in a faster translational rate,
requiring sustained control inputs for a longer period of the manoeuvre. Furthermore, throughout the manoeuvre,
Pilot D is almost inactive on the longitudinal, collective and pedals. Only small corrections are made during the
transition from translation to hover. Pilot A makes effort to use all controls, and possibly becomes susceptible to
vehicle cross-couplings in the process.
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Figure 28: Ground Speed from Precision Hover manoeuvres completed by Pilot A and D.
HQRs were used to judge both the vehicle handling qualities (linked to RPC) and the task performance. With
changes in HQR, one can observe the relative changes in task difficulty caused by changes in the MTE
tolerances. Table 5 shows Handling Qualities Ratings (HQRs) for the baseline vehicle model (PIO robust).
Results are shown for both tests completed in HFR and SRS. Next to each numerical rating, subscripts denote
the number of times the rating was awarded. For HFR results, predominantly Level 1 HQRs were awarded for
the 75ft pole location, the task as defined in ADS-33. However, in SRS, due to the poorer cueing environment
and lack of ground references, the task was found to have predominantly Level 2 HQRs. HQRs were not shown
to be sensitive to pole location within SRS. This is due to the initial difficulty in task performance. However, in
HFR, the position of the pole location changed ratings from predominantly Level 1 to Level 2 HQRs.
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Table 5: Handling Qualities Ratings awarded using Configuration 1
Pilot
A
C
D
E

Pole Location (ft), HFR
40
4
5
5
5

20
4,5
5
7
4

Pole Location (ft), SRS
20
40
75
5
6
6
5,7
4,5
4
5,6,7
6,7
5,6,7
-

75
3,2
3
3
4

In HFR, CONF.4 led to ‘high profile’ PIOs for all hover pole locations. However, the majority of the most
explosive cases where experienced by Pilot E, who did not complete tests in SRS.
The increase in PIO tendencies for CONF.2 and CONF.3 was shown when the reference pole location was
moved closer to the pilot. Furthermore, this increase was observed in both simulators. An example is shown by
observation of time history traces of pilot control during two evaluations of CONF.2. The examples, given in
Figure 29 and Figure 30, show pilot lateral control input with respect to time. In these examples, the transition to
hover occurs at approximately 20 seconds. This can be observed in Figure 31, which shows the ground speed for
both cases. As illustrated, in the case where the Pole Location = 75ft, an oscillatory vehicle response occurs
between 20 and 40 seconds. This is during the stabilisation period. However, one can see that at approximately
40 seconds, the pilot ‘freezes’ the control stick, as he has reached the desired hover position. From this point,
there are no significant oscillatory inputs, and the pilot is almost open-loop.
For the case where the Pole Location = 20ft, the same oscillations on stabilisation are observed (i.e. between 20
and 30 seconds). However, in this case, the pilot is unable to ‘freeze the stick’, as they must continue to correct
position. However, rather than the oscillations subsiding during the stabilised period, oscillations are driven by
the task performance. At approximately 60 seconds, oscillatory control amplitude increases, remaining at this
increased level until the attempt is stopped at approximately 100 seconds.
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Figure 30: Pilot E, CONF.2, Pole Location = 20ft
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Figure 31: Ground speed for CONF.2 cases
The difference displayed in Figure 29 and Figure 30 perhaps shows why many RPCs currently go
undetected in current evaluations. Testing only the ‘normal’ operations of the rotorcraft will not necessarily
expose dynamics that will be experienced at one stage in the rotorcraft life cycle.
Although changes in task performance increased the susceptibility to PIO, a difference in susceptibility of each
pilot, based on their strategy was observed. Pilot D consistently exhibited the lowest change in performance.
HQR and PIOR showed little sensitivity, with his robustness to PIO suggesting that further changes to the task
performance are still required.
Therefore, there are a number of recommendations for use of the manoeuvre when trying to expose RPCs.
Firstly, there must be greater control on the way the pilot attempts the stabilisation period of the manoeuvre. This
can further decrease the variability in results obtained. One way this could be attempted is to form a target, rather
than the current region that is contained on the hover board. This would further force the pilots to apply tight
control, rather than opening the loop at the earliest opportunity.
The effect of changing PH tolerances is further shown in Figure 32 to Figure 35. Here, the Root Mean Square
(RMS) outputs for pilot control and vehicle output are shown for all configurations flown in HFR. As shown, for
all PH completed in the baseline vehicle, all pilots were found to exhibit similar RMS control inputs, producing
similar vehicle output response. However, for the PIO prone configurations, RMS input for both longitudinal and
lateral control are much more widely distributed. As shown, Pilot E applied the largest control inputs, and was
generally the most aggressive when encountering RPCs. The distribution of points shows that, although not a
guarantee, the tighter task performance had more chance of causing both higher pilot control input and vehicle
rate output for the PIO prone configurations. As this trend is not shown for the PIO robust case, the increased
control activity and vehicle rate outputs is not due simply to the task performance requirements, and indicates the
triggering of oscillations.
Here, a recommendation may be made that one should determine the relative `pilot susceptibility’ to triggering
PIO, and use them for further investigations. This may involve some preliminary tests to qualify the levels of
pilot `gain’, or the aggression of their command. The danger here is that there may not be a way to qualify the
overall PIO susceptibility ‘envelope’ of each pilot, as their response to different situations may vary. This
recommendation can be considered for future test and evaluation.
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Overall, a finding of the investigation was that with the pole location closest to the vehicle, the consistency of
triggering PIOs was much higher. HQRs predominantly within Level 2 for Configuration 1 suggest that this task
is not entirely removed from the requirements of the rotorcraft. Although the task performance standards may be
higher than is usually required for regular flying tasks, setting the difficult performance standards helps to detect
the underlying RPC tendencies that could be exposed during extreme flight conditions. For example, in difficult
conditions, the pilot may be forced into tight loop control and it is important that the PIO tendencies are known.
As stated by McRuer in Ref. 21, “Pilot evaluations for (APC) tendencies should increase the pilot gain or
workload and so increase the possibility of finding hidden (APC) tendencies”. Although these experiments show
an increase in detection of PIOs when task performance standards for the PH manoeuvre are changed, the
changes are not necessarily appropriate for different rotorcraft. For the original PH manoeuvre, in HFR and with
the baseline vehicle configuration, Level 1 HQRs were awarded. Furthermore, during the stabilisation element of
the task, pilots were able to go `open-loop', due to the stable nature of the model. Therefore, tolerances were
reduced in order to force pilot gain, and force closed-loop control during stabilisation. However, for vehicles
with poorer handling, it may not be necessary to modify the tolerances. The suggestion is that one should
complete a number of tests and observe awarded HQRs to judge whether tolerances must be adjusted to look
specifically at PIO tendencies. Defining the process for this judgement is a recommendation for further research
effort.
Results – Roll Step
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Pilot-Induced Oscillation Rating

As with the Precisionn Hover, mod
difications to the Roll Step
p course led to differencees in subjectiv
ve ratings
awarded. Only a limiteed amount off test cases weere completed
d in both simu
ulators. These were for Tassk 1, at 60
knots andd 80 knots, and Task 3 at 60
0 knots. Howeever, results frrom the Roll Step
S manoeuvvre were less conclusive
c
than those from the Precision Hoverr. Fewer PIOss were encoun
ntered during the
t manoeuvrre than for thee Precision
Hover. Inn HFR, there was
w an increase in PIO tenddencies for Taask 1 when the speed was in
increased from
m 60 knots
to 80 knoots. However, with only lim
mited cases of T
Task 3, no reaal difference was
w found from
m Task 1.
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Figuree 36: Roll Step
S Results – Task 1, 660 knots
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Figuree 38: Roll Step
S Results – Task 1, 880 knots

Figure 39: Roll Step R
Results - Ta
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Pilot strattegy significanntly affected the
t results obttained during the Roll Step investigationn. Some examp
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wn in Figure 42 to Figure 45.
4 These resu
ults are for thee configuratio
ons for the
Roll Stepp configuratioon 1, flow with
w vehicle C
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One factor that was apparent during completion of the Roll Step was pilot learning. Pilots were quickly able to
adapt during completion of the manoeuvre, and apply knowledge to the next run to successfully avoid PIO. This
level of pilot learning and adaptation is perhaps a concern when using the manoeuvre to observe PIO tendencies.
One must ensure that pilots do not mask PIO tendencies, and perhaps the task performance requirements must be
further constrained.
An example of pilot learning is shown though a comparison of Figure 46 and Figure 47. The former example is
the first attempt of the manoeuvre completed by Pilot A, with a PIO prone vehicle configuration. As shown,
following the first translation, the pilot applies some large, oscillatory control inputs to stabilise the aircraft roll
motion. Furthermore, some high frequency small longitudinal control inputs are shown. The second attempt at
the manoeuvre is shown in Figure 47. In this attempt, the pilot applies more calculated control input, and during
the section of the manoeuvre where he encountered problems in the first run, the pilot does not apply any control
inputs. The pilot uses the pedals to make small corrections to the heading during the test. Interestingly, at the end
of the manoeuvre, the pilot wanted to explore the limits of the vehicle, and quickly triggered a divergent PIO.
This was achieved through the high gain tracking when going through the last three gates. In this case, the
simulation was stopped to prevent loss of control. These examples show how the pilot can avoid triggering PIOs,
in vehicles where clear PIO tendencies exist.
A recommendation here is that the task (or tolerances) should be redesigned to prevent pilots from completing
the manoeuvre using a strategy that has resulted from learning in previous manoeuvre attempts. If the pilot is
able to both complete the manoeuvre and avoid PIO tendencies (if they exist within the vehicle), the task
performance requirements are not stringent enough. The risk here is that the task may become so difficult that is
impossible to achieve. Therefore, another method to disturb pilot control, such as turbulence, could be used to
force closed-loop control. The requirement for all tasks is that they are repeatable, which is something that needs
to be investigated with future versions of the Roll Step manoeuvre. In any case, attention must be given to PIO
susceptibility for all completed test runs. When assessing handling qualities, it is often only the cases where the
pilots provide ratings that are considered, after they have become comfortable with their levels of task
performance.
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Figure 46: Pilot A, 1st completion of Roll Step Figure 47: Pilot A, 2 completion of Roll
Step manoeuvre, PIO prone configuration
manoeuvre, PIO prone configuration

2.3.2

Task Design Guidelines for exposing to RPCs

This part presents the key factors that need to be taken into account when developing an effective task to expose
RPCs. These factors are generalised from the results of two test campaigns conducted on the HELIFLIGHT-R
Simulator (HFR) in the University of Liverpool and SIMONA Research Simulator (SRS) in TU Delft to
compare effects of different simulator platforms on rotorcraft pilot coupling (RPC) prediction with four ADS33E-PRF manoeuvres: Acceleration-Deceleration, Vertical Manoeuvre, Precision Hover, and Roll Step.
Therefore, the results are presented first and then the key factors are summarised.
The HQR and PIOR values of the four MTEs from both simulators are shown from Figure 48 to Figure 51.
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Figure 48 Subjective HQR and PIOR comparison between HFR and SRS from AD manoeuvre
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Figure 49 Subjective HQR and PIOR comparison between HFR and SRS from Vertical manoeuvre
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Figure 50 Subjective HQR and PIOR comparison between HFR and SRS from Precision Hover
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Figure 51 Subjective HQR and PIOR comparison between HFR and SRS from Roll step (60 kts)
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The cut-off ωc values from the investigated cases are shown from Figure 52 to Figure 54.
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Figure 52 Cut-off frequency values of two simulators from Accel-Decel and Vertical Manoeuvre
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Figure 53 Cut-off frequency values of two simulators from Precision Hover
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Figure 54 Cut-off frequency values of two simulators from Roll Step
The time-varying cut-off frequency ωG values based on the Wavelet scalogram and their related control inputs of
the cases with the same subjective HQR and PIOR selected from two test campaigns are shown from Figure 55
to Figure 57.
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Figure 56 Comparisons of pilot control behaviours on HFR and SRS with the same HQR and PIOR
RS- lat-Pilot C,d=0ms, Vx = 60 kts
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Figure 57 Comparisons of pilot control behaviours on HFR and SRS with the same HQR and PIOR
The four manoeuvres being investigated here can be generally considered as high-gain tasks. However, among
them, the PH manoeuvre shows the highest pilot control activities (Figure 53 and Figure 56) and is awarded with
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the highest PIORs (averaged across the pilots). For example, the time-varying cut-off frequency of the PH task
shows the highest frequency 5 rad/s in Figure 56. There are two possible factors contributing to this
phenomenon. Firstly, the PH task involve strong multi-axis coupling due to the vehicle being operated near the
hover. Both the approach to the hover position and the subsequent stabilization phases result in strong coupling
between the longitudinal and lateral axes. These inter-axis couplings thereby increase the pilot gain and
workload. On the contrary, the other three manoeuvres are one-axis dominant tasks. Although the RS involves
both the lateral and longitudinal flying phases, these two phases work at different time scales. Second and
probably most importantly, there is a task-mode change occurring from the low-speed transition to the long
stabilization process in the PH manoeuvre. This task model change results in pilot control strategy adaption
which to some extent, can be considered as a PIO triggering factor. Therefore, the two factors (multi-axis
coupling and pilot control strategy adaptation) lead to the most effective manoeuvre to expose RPCs here.
The results here are consistent with the traditional findings that high-gain missions are normal and ordinary in
the practical flying duties, whereas severe PRCs are extraordinary events. The RPCs are usually related to
abnormal transitions in the pilot or the effective vehicle dynamics. The lessons in the paper thereby are useful for
the development of flying tasks to expose the potential RPCs.

2.3.3

Simulator Settings Guidelines to expose RPCs

Motion Base Guidelines
Experience during both rigid body test campaigns in HFR and SRS suggest the following considerations for the
motion base settings of simulators to be used in an RPC exposure test campaign:
 The classical compromise while adjusting a motion base washout filter for any flying task should be
taken into account for the first step, and then further comprise should be carried out for the RPC
candidate task. These two steps are described below:


First step:
Table 6 briefly summarizes the primary effects of motion base settings on the motion response.

Table 6. Brief summary of effects motion base settings
Low
Filter order

High pass filter

Filter gain

Filter break frequency

Tilt Coordination

On-axis harmonization

High

Notes

High drift

Low drift

Low phase distortion

High phase distortion

Less Responsive

More Responsive

Too low: lack of
noticeable motion cue

Too high: too
aggressive cue
commands

More mid-frequency
content in response

Less mid-frequency
content in response

Less Phase distortion

More Phase
distortion

Higher filter order
required for surge
and sway

Lower filter order
required for surge
and sway

Surge and sway
channels achieve one
more order due to tilt
coordination

Higher risk of on-axis
abrupt response

Lower risk of on-axis
abrupt response

Matching pitch & surge
and roll & sway could
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axis generally uses high
order filters.
When combined with
high break frequencies,
unpleasant washout
effects could appear
with high gain.
Depending
on
the
desired frequency range,
keeping
the
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preferable
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provide more smooth
on-axis response

Stroke
actuator
position and rate limits

Larger motion space

Lower motion space

Higher risk of
damage

Lower risk of damage

Simulator motion bases should be adjusted according to the task to be flown while performing
compromises similar to ones that are listed in Table 6. During the first step, the task could be
introduced with its nominal configuration (e.g. no RPC trigger, least aggression demand). Motion
space and filter settings should be considered as task-dependent, and the user should adjust the
proper channel parameters to benefit from the simulator capabilities for the selected task.


Second step:

Adjust filter parameters depending on the task to be flown, with the most RPC candidate task
configuration flown by a pilot with high gain and aggressive control strategy. Nominal task
progression may not stress the motion base enough when compared to a developed severe RPC
case. In order to avoid psychologically blocking pilots to enter a possible RPC cycle, the motion
base should be able to provide sufficient and ‘safe’ motion cueing during the worst case scenario
(e.g. highest aggression task setup and triggering effect).
Control Loading Guidelines
Control loading settings should represent the actual vehicle characteristics as closely as possible. Varying the
fundamental parameters may increase or decrease the tendency to expose RPC occurrences, depending on the
task and the participating pilots control strategy. Considering the recommendation for including a wide range of
pilots with various control strategies in a RPC-focused test campaign, the best practice could be setting the
control loading system into the baseline, which is the feel characteristics of the vehicle to be modelled.
Most likely the control loading system of the simulator includes tuning software, and having an easily accessible
and configurable software is highly recommended. Furthermore, using as many pilots as possible with
considerable experience on a ‘reference’ vehicle with close dynamics and operational capabilities could improve
the matching of control loading system in the simulator with the real rotorcraft to be designed. However, using
control loading parameter values of the ‘reference’ vehicle could not be proper. Because, artificial feel systems
include representative subsystems, which may not provide the same feeling if the actual vehicle control system
values are plugged in. Thus, the control loading tuning software should provide sufficient freedom to change
parameters of the feel systems.
Visual System Guidelines
A larger field of view is suggested for any rotorcraft test campaign using simulators, particularly for tasks close
to ground, during which pilots use all possible reference visual cues. The brightness, resolution, refresh rate,
edge blending, and other technical aspects of projection system should provide a visual environment that is
sufficient for pilots to complete task especially during a RPC prone flying task.

2.4

Aeroelastic Testing Guidelines to Expose RPCs

The success or not for a rotary-wing aero-elastic test is mainly determined by the following three elements: a
reasonable vibration environment, an appropriate elastic aircraft model, and a triggering factor. The guidelines
used to design an effective rotary-wing aero-elastic test are given based on each of these factors.
How to select a vibration signal
It is known and accepted that APC and RPC usually need a trigger that initiates the phenomenon by perturbing
the control of the pilot and inducing a change in the status of the pilot (a change in the actual or mental model of
the vehicle, a shift of the focus of the pilot from the primary task).
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During thhe aeroelastic RPC experim
ments, it has beeen observed that a certain amount of dissturbance wass useful as
the triggeer for adversee interaction events.
e
This w
was especially true for investigations relaated to the veertical axis
using sim
mple two-degreee of freedom
m models (2DO
OF). Apparenttly, the frequeency of the dissturbance (a white
w
noise
filtered too mainly act inn the 0.25-1 Hz
H band) increeases the workload of the pilot
p
while tryying to perform
m tracking
tasks invoolving the collective contro
ol, and may aalter (increasee) the musculaar activation rrequired to peerform the
task, channging the impedance of the pilot's limbs.
Tests invvolving the rooll axis also benefited
b
from
m the presencce of a disturrbance, althouugh the effectt was less
pronouncced. In such case,
c
the task showed a tenddency towardss initiation of adverse RPC
C events after the
t double
turn, duriing the subseqquent capture phase in whiich a higher precision
p
was required of tthe pilot in traacking the
roll anglee. The presencce of a disturrbance makes the task moree difficult and
d, as such, it may trigger an
a adverse
event. Suuch manoeuvree triggered a few
f PIO eventts and a clear, repeatable PA
AO event.
How to seelect an aircrraft model
The expeerimental verrification of aeroelastic A
APC and RPC
C requires sp
pecifically taiilored vehiclee models.
Intuitively, the model must
m have thee capability too perform the required task. Thus needs the required rigid-body
r
degrees oof freedom. Inn addition, as many
m
aeroservvoelastic degrrees of freedom
m (including tthose required
d to model
the dynam
mics of the actuators
a
and of the controol system dynamics, if any) as required to correctly model the
vehicle ddynamics releevant for the phenomenonn must be prresent. Indeed
d, understandding the model fidelity
required to unveil anyy foreseen A/R
RPC pronenesss while meetting the real-time requirem
ment of pilot-in
n-the-loop
simulatioon is a critical task. Understtanding what is required to
o anticipate un
nforeseen A/R
RPC pronenesss could be
even hardder.
A charactteristic of advverse A/RPC is
i that there iss indeed a relaationship with
h the biomechaanical charactteristics of
the pilot. The tests coonfirmed that A/RPC pron e vehicle con
nfigurations only develop a clear adverse A/RPC
event onlly with somee pilots, whereeas they appeear to be imm
mune when in
nteracting witth other pilots. A clear
example is provided byy the roll step manoeuvre pperformed usin
ng a vehicle model
m
with ligghtly damped regressive
lead-lag m
mode stronglyy interacting with
w the airfram
me roll mode..

Figure 558 Loop traansfer functtions of the aeroservoeelastic (left)) and rigid-bbody (right)) models
of the hhelicopter (a BO105-like vehiclee) in closeed loop witth the biom
mechanical transfer
functionns of the test pilots.
Figure 588 illustrates thhe Nyquist plo
ot of the loopp transfer funcctions of the aeroservoelast
a
tic (left) and rigid-body
r
(right) moodels of the helicopter
h
(a BO105-like
B
veehicle) in clossed loop with the biomechaanical transferr functions
of the tesst pilots that flew
f
it in the flight simulaator, identified
d from specifiic biodynamicc tests about the lateral
axis (Figuure 59). In thhis specific co
onfiguration, th
the gearing raatio between th
he lateral dispplacement of the cyclic
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stick and the lateral cyyclic applied to
o the main rottor of the heliccopter is threee times the nom
ominal value, and
a a time
delay of 1100 ms is applied.

Figurre 59 Biomeechanical trransfer funcctions of thee test pilots;; lateral mootion of the cyclic
c
controll inceptor ass a functionn of the laterral accelera
ation of the cockpit.
Figure 588 clearly show
ws that the loo
op transfer funnction is sign
nificantly affeccted by the biiomechanical properties
of the pilot. Figure 588 (left) also shows
s
that foor test pilot 1, such a conffiguration is ppredicted to be
b slightly
beyond thhe stability liimit, and thuss unstable. Inddeed, a PAO event resulted for such a pilot at a geaaring ratio
slightly loower than thatt in the figure: 2.5 instead oof 3.
Determinning what piloot model yield
ds the smallesst stability maargin for a giv
ven vehicle, oor determining whether
available pilot models include the “worst case sc enario” is an open issue. Recall
R
that whaat is considered here as
biomechaanical pilot model
m
includes the layout, geometry and
d often dynam
mics also of the cockpit and
a of the
control deevice; thus, fuurther separatiing it in compponents in ord
der to determin
ne the impactt of specific parameters
p
is even m
more difficult. At the presen
nt stage of maaturity, the prreliminary iden
ntification of test pilots’ biiodynamic
feed throuugh in the fligght simulator before
b
actuallyy simulating flights
f
aimed at unveiling A
A/RPC pronen
ness seems
to be a viiable trade-offf. In fact, it on
nly requires a llimited amoun
nt of time and
d operations thhat in principle could be
automated and even performed
p
on-line or at leaast right after the biomechaanical data accquisition with
h minimal
computattional effort.
How to trrigger a PAO (control gearr gain and dissturbance leveel), and necesssary measurees taken to asssure the
success of the experim
ment.
Triggerinng an adverse A/RPC eventt in the flight simulator maay require the conception off specific Misssion Task
Elementss (MTE) capabble of unveilin
ng the phenom
menon. Amon
ng the manoeu
uvres tested inn the flight sim
mulator at
the Univeersity of Liveerpool, the verrtical manoeuuvre was partiially successfu
ul with speciaally tailored, yet
y simple
helicopter models. Thee roll step maanoeuvre wass successful with
w a single test
t pilot flyinng a realistic helicopter
only moddified in the geearing ratio beetween the conntrol inceptorrs and the blad
de pitch and w
with the additio
on of time
delay.
A specifiic aspect of thhe vertical man
noeuvre that sshould be able to induce an
n adverse PAO
O is the transition from
climb/desscent to hoveer through a capture phasee; the latter requires
r
the pilot
p
to movee the collectiv
ve control
inceptor aand start a tight tracking task to reach annd maintain th
he desired perfformance, whhich representss a change
in piloting attitude andd thus may act as the triggerr of the PAO.
Similarlyy, the roll step manoeuvre reequires the pillot to change from straight and level fligh
ght along one side
s of the
track to sstraight and leevel flight along the other sside of the traack, going through a turn too the right im
mmediately
followed by a second turn
t
to the left
ft. The last turnn is followed by a capture manoeuvre
m
inn which the pilot tries to
266073_A
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put the aircraft into level flight. Such changes from a sharp turn to level flight, which require higher precision in
positioning than the turn itself, also represent a change in piloting attitude and thus may act as the trigger for a
PAO. Indeed, in the tests it was at such stage that the only pilot repeatedly undergoing PAO for a specific
helicopter configuration had to abandon the task because of the uncontrollable oscillations associated with
aeroelastic modes (the lightly damped regressive lead lag mode interacting with regressive flap and roll).
In conclusion, manoeuvres requiring the pilot to transition from one flight condition to another requiring higher
precision through a capture phase seem to have the potential to act as triggers for adverse A/RPC events.

3

Simulator Guidelines for Fixed-wing

For the ARISTOTEL project, both the TsAGI PSPK-102 and NLR GRACE research simulator facilities were
complementary to each other (each having their particular cockpit control capabilities) and are comparable to
modern high fidelity fixed-wing flight simulators. Both facilities represent at least the industry standard applied
by aircraft manufacturers for the design and implementation of new aircraft flight control systems and evaluation
of large transport aircraft APC proneness. The results in this chapter are based on the practical experiences
during the piloted testing of aeroelastic fixed-wing APC in both the TsAGI PSPK-102 and NLR GRACE
facilities. The simulator settings and selected flight tasks can be applied as best practice for aircraft manufactures
having facilities with similar specifications and/or hardware capabilities to test APC proneness during the flight
control development process. These guidelines provide recommendations to experimentally verify the fixedwing aeroelastic APC development criteria as reported in ARISTOTEL document D-5.1 “Design Guidelines for
A/RPC Prevention” (ref. 18).
Based on the experimental data obtained during the simulator experiments, the Chapter determines guidelines to
help recognize APCs on a simulator and contains requirements for all components of the flight simulation
procedure, i.e.: simulated flight tasks, simulator characteristics and motion system drive algorithms, the aircraft
models, and inceptor loading characteristics.

3.1

Simulator Settings for Aeroelastic APC

Aeroelastic APC is a result of a biodynamic interaction in the pilot-aircraft system. It means that APC
phenomenon can be detected if only the disturbing accelerations are reproduced. This means that the equipment
for piloted testing of aeroelastic APC should meet certain requirements and settings to adequately expose this
particular APC phenomenon.

NLR GRACE facility
The Generic Research Aircraft Cockpit Environment (GRACE) is the NLR transport cockpit research simulator
facility. The GRACE simulator features a two-seat flight deck typical of a transport aircraft. The instrumentation
panel installed in the cockpit is equipped with large liquid-crystal displays that were configured to display the
selected ARISTOTEL tracking tasks (

Figure 60). The main GRACE hardware settings as applied in the experiments are summarised in the following
subsections.
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Figure 660 NLR Genneric Resea
arch Aircrafft Cockpit Environmen
E
t GRACE (lleft) and mo
odular
transport aircraft cockpit
c
conffiguration (r
(right).

TsAGI PSPK‐102
2 facility
The geneeral view of thhe TsAGI hexaapod ground-bbased flight simulator PSPK
K-102 is preseented in Figurre 61. The
instrumennt panel (see Figure
F
62) is equipped
e
withh 5 liquid-crystal displays: 2 duplicated ddisplays (prim
mary flight
display aand course-dirrection displaay) for both ppilots (left and right) + 1 display locateed in the cen
ntre of the
instrumenntal panel. Thhe latter is used
d for researchh (or training) purposes, for example, forr operational (during the
experimeents) displayinng of flight parameter time hhistories. All of the display
ys are program
mmed with thee help of a
special pprogram, DeskkSim, develop
ped by TsAG
GI. The progrram allows uss to draw dissplays of any types for
various aaircraft. The screen
s
resoluttion is 800x6600 and the screen size is 10.4”. Furtheer PSPK-102 hardware
settings aare described in
i the followin
ng subsectionss.

F
Figure 62 PSPK-102
P
cockpit interrior.

Figure 661 TsAGI PSPK-102
P
fllight
simulatoor
3.1.1

M
Motion filteers

RACE facility
NLR GR
The NLR
R GRACE sim
mulator has an electrically dr
driven hexapod
d motion platfform deliveredd by Bosch-R
Rexroth. Its
performan
ance capabilities are represeentative for todday’s commerrcially used motion
m
platform
ms (Table 7). However,
as can bee seen from Table
T
7, its mo
otion space iss smaller com
mpared to such
h commercial used platform
ms and the
one that hhas been used by TsAGI forr the ARISTO
OTEL experim
ments.

T
Table
7. NL
LR’s GRACE
E Motion Platform
P
Cha
aracteristics
cs
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Degree of Freedom
Surge
Sway
Heave
Roll
Pitch
aw

Excursions (pos, min)
660 [mm], -557 [mm]
553 [mm], -553 [mm]
446 [mm], -414 [mm]
17.75 [º ], -17.75 [º ]
16.60 [º ], -17.25 [º ]
22.05 [º ], -22.05 [º ]

Deliverable D5.2
Acceleration
± 6.0 [m / s2]
± 6.0 [m / s2]
± 8.0 [m / s2]
± 130.0 [º / s2]
± 130.0 [º / s2]
± 200.0 [º / s2]

Velocity
± 0.855 [m / s]
± 0.855 [m / s]
± 0.611 [m / s]
± 30.0 [º / s]
± 30.0 [º / s]
± 40.0 [º / s]

The motion drive algorithms used for the ARISTOTEL experiments are Bosch-Rexroth’s implementation of the
classical motion filter as developed by Reid and Nahon (Ref. 19). Configured with a conventionally tuned
parameter set, these Bosch-Rexroth motion drive algorithms are assumed to be representative for a conventional
hexapod motion cueing as nowadays is deployed by airline training facilities and manufacturer developmental
testing. This base-line motion drive algorithm implementation is referred as the “classic” motion filter and, in
contrary to the TsAGI motion drive algorithm, has not been modified during the test campaigns.

TsAGI PSPK‐102 facility
TsAGI’s PSPK-102 research simulator has a 6-DoF hydraulic motion system of a synergistic type. The motion
system consists of six actuators with hydrostatic bearings. The actuator's stroke is 1.8 m. The maximum values
of displacement, velocity and acceleration in this motion system for each degree of freedom respectively are
shown in Table 8.

Table 8. TsAGI’s PSPK-102 motion platform physical characteristics

Surge
Sway
Heave
Roll
Pitch
Yaw

Travel,
m , deg
1.75
1.475
1.23
35.1
37.8
60

Velocity,
m/sec, deg/sec
1.5
1.3
1.1
30
30
50

Acceleration,
m/sec2, deg/sec2
7
7
8
230
230
260

To measure and register the accelerations reproduced, six acceleration transducers are placed in the simulator
platform which allows the measurement of linear and angular accelerations along all degrees of freedom.
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The simuulator frequenccy responses for
f all the six D
wn in
DoF are show

Figure 633.
It is seenn that the motiion system dy
ynamics is suffficient for the purposes off our experimeents: the amplitude and
phase at tthe frequenciees of structuraal elasticity (shhown in green
n) do not havee visible distorrtions, which can affect
simulatioon results.
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F
Figure
63 PS
SPK-102 freequency ressponses for all the 6DooF
Roughness of acceleraation modellin
ng for all degrrees of freedo
om is determin
ned accordingg to AGARD's methods
[12] and is shown in Figure 64. The data were obbtained for a siinusoidal inpu
ut signal with various amplitudes and
at a frequuency of 0.5 Hz.
H These chaaracteristics arre the root-meean-squares of the followinng parameters related to
the ampliitude of the fiirst (basic) harrmonic: all buut the first harrmonics, rtn (ttotal noise); th
the second and
d the third
harmoniccs, rln (low freequency noisee); all but the ffirst three harm
monics, rhn (h
high frequencyy noise).

Figure 64
6 Roughnesss of acceleeration reproduction.
3.1.2

V
Visual systeem

RACE facility
NLR GR
The GRA
ACE visual sysstem comprisees a four-winddow collimateed CGI system
m. The system
m offers each pilot a
field of vview of 890 (hoorizontal) and 270 (vertical)).

2 facility
TsAGI PSPK‐102
The PSP
PK-102 visuall system is a four-window
w three-chann
nel collimated system connsisted of four optical
collimatoors (2 for eacch pilot). The system provvides 80deg(horizontal)x30deg(vertical) field of view
w for each
pilot. Thee screen resoluution is 1024x
x768 and the fframe rate is 70
7 Hz. Out-window softwaare was producced by the
Russian C
Company “Traansas”. The ex
xample of a viisualization of a landing approach mode is shown in Figure
F
65.
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Figu
ure 65 Landding approa
ach visual sccene.
The strucctural elasticityy oscillations for frequenciies above 1.5 Hz are not visually perceivved by a pilot. Thus, no
specific rrequirements were formulaated and analyyzed here for the visual sy
ystem. Transpport time delaay and the
time discrepancy betw
ween the visual and motion cues are smalll and corresp
pond to the reqquirement, co
ommon for
all simulaators [ref. 22]..

3.1.3

F
Flight contrrol system

RACE facility
NLR GR
The GRA
ACE electroniic control loaading and inceeptor system for the ARISTOTEL trialss included a right-hand
r
centre stiick configurattion (e.g. app
plied in Boeinng C-17, Figu
ure 66 left) an
nd right-handd sidestick (Airbus type
configuraation, Figure 66
6 right). Both
h inceptor conntrol loading systems
s
are programmable vvia software scripts
s
that
included the TsAGI/NL
LR specified and
a variable m
manipulator deesign characteeristics.

Figuree 66 NLR GRACE
GR
centrre stick conf
nfiguration (left)
(
and side stick connfiguration (right).
3.1.3.2. TsAGI PSP
PK-102 faciility
The two ppilots’ stationns (left and rig
ght) are equippped with tradiitional column
n/wheels, peddals and side sticks.
s
The
latter are located at thee left for the leeft seat pilot aand at the righ
ht for the right seat pilot. Thhe photo of the left pilot
station with control incceptors is pressented in Figuure 61 (right).
All of thhe control incceptors are lo
oaded by univversal electriccal loading sy
ystems from MOOG [ref. 13]. The
systems of such a tyype are capab
ble of reprodu
ducing any co
ontrol forces, including thhat from aircrraft hinge
moments.
The standdard control loading
l
model reproduces static and dyn
namic feel system characteeristics (in each control
axis) in aaccordance witth the followin
ng equation:
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mδ  Fδ δ  Fδ δ  Fbr sign δ  Ffr sign δ  Fpilot
where: m is inertia, Fδ is damping, Fδ is force gradient, Fbr is breakout force, Ffr is friction, Fpilot is forces
applied by a pilot.
In of the experiments that were conducted during the project, all the feel system characteristics varied in a wide
range.

3.2
3.2.1

Simulator Guidelines for Fixed wing aeroelastic APC
Selection of Flight Tasks

The tasks should be selected to demonstrate, first of all, the effect of structural elasticity and the role of inceptor
characteristics in contributing to this effect. The effect of high-frequency lateral accelerations is most noticeable
while performing two main piloting elements: step-wise inceptor deflections, when the pilot is in the open loop,
and/or short and abrupt inceptor deflections while tracking. Taking this fact into account, the following piloting
tasks were selected: Gust landing, Tracking the “jumping” runway, Roll tracking. All these piloting tasks assume
abrupt inceptor activity, which results in intense lateral accelerations.

Gust landing
Initial conditions: altitude 262 ft, heading 0, distance from the runway 0.81 miles.
At 115 ft altitude a side step-wise left or right (random) wind gust is introduced:
Wy = 8t knots at 0<t<3 sec,
Wy = 24 knots if t >3 sec.
The task diagram is shown in Figure 67.
The wind gust introduced leads to aircraft rolling and lateral drifting. To compensate for the aircraft motion, a
pilot should respond quickly to align the aircraft along the runway whilst avoiding large bank angles.

w y=24 knots
8 kt/sec
runway
Altitude 100 ft
Altitude 262.5 ft,
Distance 0.81 miles

Figure 67 The diagram of the “Gust landing” task.
Tracking the “jumping” runway
The task is performed at altitude 50 ft, heading and bank angle are zero. In the course of experiment the runway
right- and left-side shifting is simulated in turns every 20 seconds. The size of shifting is equal to the half-size of
runway 98 ft.
The task diagram is shown in Figure 68.

30 м
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F
Figure 68 Block-diagra
B
am of the “jjumping” runway task.
Roll traccking task
In the tassk, the block-ddiagram of thee pilot-aircraft
ft system correesponds to thaat shown in Fiigure 69. The pilot is to
closely coompensate forr the tracking error, indicatted on the HD
DD as a movin
ng bar. The inndicator is illu
ustrated in
Figure 699.

Figure 669 Indicatioon of the vissual signal ffor the “Roll tracking”
” task.
The visuaal input vis(t) is a sum of siines:

 vi s (t ) 

A

i

sin(  i t   i ) , where i  1...16

i

Parameteers for the inpuut signal are sh
hown in Tablee 9.
Table 99. Numbers ( n i) and fre
equencies (  i) of each
h of 16 harm
monics, theiir amplitude
es ( A i)

an d phases (  i).

ni

 i [radd / s]

Ai

i [rad ]

3
7
11
17
31
47
59
83
109
137
157
191
211
239
281
331

0.230
01
0.536
69
0.843
37
1.303
39
2.377
77
3.604
49
4.525
52
6.366
60
8.360
02
10.50 78
12.04 17
14.64 95
16.18 35
18.33 11
21.552
24
25.38 74

1.0
0.95
0.8
0
0.55
0.26
0.14
0.0
095
0.0
065
0.0
041
0.0
032
0.0
025
0.0
019
0.0
017
0.0
014
0.0
011
0.0
0085

5.9698
1.4523
3.8129
3.0535
5.6002
4.7884
2.8681
0.1163
5.1611
2.7942
3.8669
4.9759
5.7919
4.6383
1.1075
2.5491

Figure 700 to Figure 722 presents reccordings madee in the coursse of simulation of the threee tasks for th
he aircraft
landing cconfiguration. The configuraation of the aiircraft was as follows:
-

iinceptor type:: a side stick;
ffeel system chharacteristics: force gradiennt 6 N/cm, dam
mping 0.27 N/cm/s,
N
breakoout force 4 N, friction 0.
T
The listed values of the chaaracteristics coorrespond to their optimum combination..
sstructural elassticity: baselin
ne
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rroll control seensitivity: optiimum

Figurre 70 Time ttraces for Gust
G Landing
g task.

Figure 71 Time traaces for Jum
mping Runw
way task.
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Figurre 72 Time ttraces for Roll Tracking
g task.
It is seen that the seleccted flight task
ks provoke higgh-frequency accelerations due to structuural elasticity and, thus,
can be reecommended for
f purposes of
o demonstratiion and selecttion of aircrafft characteristiics and contro
ol inceptor
feel systeem characterisstics.
The moree intense acceelerations arise while perfoorming the rolll tracking task. Though thee task is far from
f
those
typical off practice, its use can lead to more quicck results in teerms of APC detection, sinnce, as it was shown in
Ref. 4, onne of the trigggers for APC to arise is the llevel of the hiigh-frequency accelerationss.

3.2.2

R
Requiremen
nts for Aircrraft Model

To develoop a HQ criteerion to assesss the effect off structural elaasticity and possible APC pphenomenon caused by
unfavorabble configurattions of contro
ol inceptor annd structural elasticity
e
charaacteristics, thee general aircrraft model
was deveeloped. The model
m
allows a wide-rangee of variation for all of thee pertinent fac
actors, which can affect
pilot-aircraft interactiion and stru
uctural elastiicity oscillatiions intensity
y: structural mode charracteristics
(frequenccies, amplitudes), roll control sensitivity, inceptor feel system characteristics. Thee detailed desccription of
the modeel is given in deliverable
d
Ref. 14.
The simuulator experim
ments conducteed with the geeneral model in
i Ref. 4 led us
u to the folloowing recomm
mendations
helpful w
while deriving aircraft modeel for the particcular aircraft.

Structurral elasticityy characteristics.
The Bioddynamic effecct of structuraal elasticity deepends on thee level of the high-frequenccy lateral acceelerations,
which, inn turn, is a funnction of the structural
s
modde amplitude, frequency an
nd damping. FFigure 73 and Figure 74
show tim
me traces recorrded in TsAGII simulator expperiments for different structural mode aamplitudes and
d different
structurall mode frequeencies corresp
ponding to thee 1st (Figure 73) and the 2ndd (Figure 74) single modes. It can be
seen from
m the Figures that the levell of lateral acccelerations in
ncreases appro
oximately in pproportion to the
t elastic
mode am
mplitude.
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Figuure 73 Effecct of structu
ural mode aamplitude. Single
S
1st mo
ode (f=1.577 Hz). Side stick.
s
“Jum
mping runw
way”.
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Figgure 74 Effeect of structu
ural mode aamplitude. Single
S
2nd mode
m
(f=2.2 Hz). Side stick.
“Ju mping runw
way”
A criterioon developed in the projectt shows, the ppilot rating of an elastic airccraft is a funcction of the accceleration
intensity, i.e. the leveel of the lateeral acceleratiions. Thus, the
t structural elasticity chharacteristics should be
accuratelyy modeled to ensure adequ
uate pilot opinnion of the aiircraft HQ, orr to give a stuudent pilot an
n adequate
idea of thhe aircraft perfformance.
Even if sstructural elassticity itself is
i not noticeaable and doess not cause any
a negative reaction in a pilot, its
reproducttion can affecct pilot perform
mance and sellection of airccraft characterristics. It can bbe seen from Figure 75
that, beinng added, the structural
s
elasticity affects ppilot control activity
a
(wheell deflections bbecome much smaller).
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Figuree 75 Effect of
o structura
al elasticity oon pilot acttivity. Singlee 3rd mode (f
(f=3.0 Hz). Wheel.
“Jum
mping runw
way”.
ody charactteristics
Rigid-bo
Aircraft ddynamic characteristics afffect, first of al
all, the HQ off the rigid-bod
dy aircraft. Rooll control sen
nsitivity is
the charaacteristic, which affects botth rigid-body and elastic-b
body aircraft HQ.
H In order to isolate thee effect of
structurall elasticity, thee experimentss, in which rolll control senssitivity was vaaried, were coonducted for both
b
rigidbody andd elastic-body configuration
ns.
Aircraft ggain (control sensitivity) afffects high-freequency lateraal acceleration
ns caused by sstructural elassticity to a
consideraable extent, whhich can be seeen from the ttime histories in Figure 76. This and otheer data show that
t as roll
control seensitivity incrreases, the inttensity of acceelerations duee to structural elasticity inccreases and pilot ratings
worsen aand, vice verssa i.e. as con
ntrol sensitivitty is below the
t optimum value, the teendency to biiodynamic
interactioon reduces.
That is w
why the pilot can
c select an optimum conntrol sensitivitty for an elastic aircraft, w
which is lowerr than that
selected for the rigid-body configu
uration. It meaans that the selection
s
of th
he control sennsitivity for the
t elastic
aircraft m
must be conduucted for the aircraft modeel with structu
ural elasticity. This fact shhould be born
ne in mind
when seleecting a controol sensitivity value.
v
The pecuuliarity of the effect of conttrol sensitivityy is in agreem
ment with the data
d obtained earlier by Joh
hnston and
McRuer ((see ref. 15) foor the ratchet phenomenon caused by low
w roll mode tim
me constant.
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Figgure 76 Effeect of controol sensitivityy. Single 3rdd mode. Whheel.
It has beeen mentioned in some publications (see Ref. 14, for example), thaat the ratchet pphenomenon caused by
low roll m
mode time connstant (rigid-b
body dynamicc performancee) is difficult to
t detect in onn-ground simu
ulators. As
opposed to that, high-frequency acccelerations duue to structuraal elasticity arre easily reprroduced and, thus,
t
their
effect cann be studied exxperimentally
y in simulator tests.

3.2.3

R
Requiremen
nts for Motion System D
Dynamics

The resullts of APC sim
mulation may
y be different depending on
n the motion system
s
perform
rmance of the particular
simulatorr. Usually, thee modern fligh
ht simulators have good dy
ynamic perforrmance with thhe wide band
dwidth and
small phaase at the highh frequencies. Nevertheless , we need to know
k
the fligh
ht simulator frrequency charracteristics
in order tto prevent posssible simulatiion distortionss caused by am
mplitude or ph
hase imperfecttion. Thus, ex
xperiments
for the 2nd fixed-wingg test campaig
gn (see Ref. 44) were dediccated to estim
mate the effectt of the motio
on system
distortionns on the simuulation results..
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Speakingg about the higgh-frequency oscillations
o
duue to structuraal elasticity, th
he differencess are determin
ned mainly
by motionn system freqquency respon
nse, i.e. amplittude and phasse distortions.. The effects oof amplitude and phase
distortionns are differennt in terms of
o pilot’s percception and in
nterpretation, and, thus, treeated differen
ntly. Let’s
consider first amplitudde distortions.

Amplittude disto
ortions
The ampllitude distortion means local amplitude increases or decreases,
d
as it
i is shown inn Figure 77. In
n terms of
elastic osscillation reprroduction, it means
m
that soome of the ellastic modes would be inttensified, and the other
would bee diminishedd. The pilot cannot isolatte the level of accelerations caused bby structural elasticity
characterristics in the aircraft
a
model from the totaal level of acccelerations he//she perceivess during the simulation.
In other w
words, the level of accelerattions perceiveed is attributed
d by a pilot to the aircraft coonsidered.
The effecct of the structtural mode am
mplitude is dem
monstrated by
y time traces in
i Figure 73 aand Figure 74.. The pilot
ratings giiven by the pilot for different amplitudess are quite diffferent. For exaample (Figuree 73), an increease of the
amplitudee by factor 2.66 leads to pilo
ot rating degraadation by 3.5
5 point, this would
w
automattically shift aiircraft HQ
to Level 2. Though thhe pilot rating degradation iis caused by simulator imp
perfection rathher than aircraaft model,
the considdered aircraft could be wrongly declaredd unacceptablee for the serial production.

Figure 77 Possible amplitude
a
ddistortions of
o simulatorr frequency response.
The locall drop of the amplitude of the simulatorr frequency reesponse can lead to overesstimation of th
he aircraft
HQ. Thiss case is evenn more dangerrous than prevvious, since the
t aircraft HQ peculiaritiees would be discovered
d
only in inn-flight tests, which
w
would be
b followed bby time and co
ost consuming procedure forr their “treatm
ment”.
Thus, am
mplitude distoortions can co
onsiderably afffect pilot op
pinion of the aircraft HQ and result in
n incorrect
conclusioons being draw
wn.
There aree two ways to proceed. Onee of them is thhe correction of
o amplitude by
b correction of the input signal. The
type of am
mplitude distoortion shown in
i Figure 77, ccan be approx
ximated by thee filter of the ssecond order:

Y (s) 

1

T 2 s 2  2Ts  1

To impleement it, we used
u
the first and second innput derivativ
ves, which aree the outputs of the respecctive drive
algorithm
m filters. In thiis case, signall Scontr, whichh controls the cockpit lateraal displacemennt actuators, is obtained
as follow
ws:

S contr  S  2ТS  Т 2 S
where S iis the given coockpit lateral displacement,
d
, which is outp
put of the resp
pective drive aalgorithm filteer, T and ς
are param
meters of the second-orderr describing ffunction Y(s) approximatin
ng simulator ffrequency ressponses in
sway.
Another m
method to corrrect simulator frequency reesponse is to correct frequeency responsee amplitude att the given
frequenciies correspondding to certain
n structural elaasticity modess. This is donee by adjustingg the gain of eaach elastic
mode com
mponent accoording to the value
v
of frequuency responsee amplitude att the given elaastic mode freequencies.
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It meanss that when the
t amplitudee of frequenccy response manifests am
mplifying at a certain elasstic mode
frequencyy, the correspoonding elasticc mode compoonent has to bee decreased, and,
a vice versaa.
Nevertheless, this meethod of corrrection is nott perfect. First, each variation of elasstic lateral accceleration
frequenciies leads to thhe necessity of
o adjusting thhe gain coefficient of the corresponding elastic modee, which is
not very convenient. But the most important ffact is that th
his method caannot be appplied to the continuous
c
spectrum
m signals, typiccal of rigid airrcraft motion. Second, this method
m
does not
n allow phasse response co
orrection.

Phase distortions
The phase lag at high frequencies in
n the simulatoor frequency response
r
is natural, but its eexcessive valu
ues can be
the reasonn for instability in the pilott-aircraft systeem. That is wh
hy this kind of distortion is the subject of a special
interest inn our 2nd test campaign
c
(reff. 4).
A single--mode structuural elasticity
y was consideered, corresponded to the first and thi
hird mode of the basic
structurall elasticity connfiguration. Th
he experimennts were condu
ucted for a sidestick.
The addittional phase was
w modeled by
b introductionn of the pure delay e-p into
o the motion syystem drive algorithms,
as shownn in Figure 78.

Figure 78 The metthod by whiich the phasse lag was introduced iin sway.
The data obtained durinng the course of experimennts are shown in Figure 79.

Figure 799 Effect of phase
p
distorrtion on pilo
ot ratings fo
or the elastic
ic aircraft.
a
controol sensitivity (Las) and
It is seenn that the efffect of simulaator phase di stortion depeends on the aircraft
structurall elasticity chaaracteristics. If
I the level off the lateral acccelerations ny
is
not
great (see red line for the 3rd
n
mode in Figure 20), thhe effect of phase
p
distortioon is not notiiceable even if
i the roll conntrol sensitiviity is 30%
greater thhan optimum; if the level off the lateral acccelerations is great (see blu
ue line for thee 1st mode in Figure
F
79),
the effectt of phase disttortion is moree noticeable foor roll control sensitivity grreater than opttimum.
The fact tthe phase distortion leads to
o better pilot rratings is due to the fact thaat, according tto pilots’ comm
ments, the
phase disstortion “put off”
o the acceleerations onsett, i.e. aircraft response is not
n so abrupt, and pilots intterpret the
acceleratiions as a high-frequency disturbance, andd do not connect them with their control activity.
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R
Requiremen
nts for Motion System D
Drive Algoriithms

Usually, rreproduction of
o the lateral accelerations
a
aare made by using
u
high-passs filters to repproduce high--frequency
acceleratiion componennts with the help of simuulator linear displacementts in sway, aand low-pass filters to
reproducee low-frequenncy acceleratiion componennts with the help of cock
kpit tilting inn roll. The to
otal lateral
acceleratiions reproduced by the two filters look ass shown in Fig
gure 80 (green
n line).

Figurre 80 Frequuency response of the loow-pass (LP
P), high-passs (HP) filteers and theiir sum
((green line)).
Reproducction of lateraal acceleration
ns to study thee effect of airccraft structural elasticity maay differ from
m that used
for anothher handling qualities
q
reseaarch, since foor the rigid-bo
ody aircraft, reproduction
r
of lateral acccelerations
affects piiloting beneficcially. In our case,
c
lateral acccelerations due to structuraal elasticity afffect piloting negatively
n
and the ppilot rating depends
d
on th
he acceleratioon intensity. Thus the maain rule to foollow while simulating
s
structurall elasticity efffect is to be clo
ose to real fligght. This mean
ns that we can
nnot scale dow
wn lateral acceelerations.
Lateral acccelerations shhould be repro
oduced full-sccale, as we did
d in the coursee of our experi
riments.
On the oother hand, piilot’s perceptiion of high-frrequency acceelerations dep
pends on the level of low--frequency
components of the latteral acceleraations. Thus w
we need to take
t
this fact into accountt as well. Ex
xperiments
conductedd in the Eurropean projecct SUPRA (ssee Ref. 16) showed thatt the percepttion of high--frequency
acceleratiion depends on
o the level off background low-frequenccy acceleration
n, and this reggularity depen
nds on the
frequencyy of the acceleration imp
posed. It is sseen from Fiigure 81 thatt as the frequ
quency of thee imposed
acceleratiions increase, the pilot’s sen
nsitivity to theeir perception
n increases as well. This reggularity depen
nds also on
the frequeency of the baackground acccelerations. Inn the experimeents, the background acceleeration frequency was 1
rad/s. In our case the background
b
accelerations aare acceleratio
ons at the center of gravity,, and their freequency is
even lower. The impossed acceleratio
ons, i.e. acceleerations due to
o structural ellasticity, are oof frequencies above 1.5
Hz, and ttheir values arre much abovee their threshoold value. In other
o
words, in
n our case thee pilot percepttion of the
elastic osscillations doees not practically depend onn the rigid-bod
dy lateral accelerations.
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Figuree 81 Threshholds of high
h-frequencyy lateral accceleration perception aas a function
n of the
low-frequen
l
ncy lateral acceleration
a
n
It means that the pilot perceives hig
gh-frequency ccomponent off lateral acceleeration only, aand we can reecommend
reproducttion of the high-frequenccy acceleratiion componen
nt only, i.e. accelerationns from the structural
oscillations (ny eb). In PSPK-102 it was done ass shown in Figure 82. It iss seen from thhe frequency responses
shown inn Figure 83, that in thiss case the hhigh-frequency
y acceleration
ns due to str
tructural elastticity (i.e.
acceleratiions above 1 Hz)
H can be rep
produced full--scale.

Figgure 82 Blocck-diagram of accelera
ation reprod
duction in sw
way.
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Figure 83 High-paass filter frequency respponse to rep
produce hig
gh-frequency
cy disturbing
g lateral
aacceleration
ns.

3.2.5

Requiremeents for Inceptor Loadin
ng Characteeristics

It was shoown during biiodynamic tessts (shaking w
without piloting
g) and simulattor tests (pilotting the aircraft model)
that the tyype of controll inceptor can be the reasonn for the biody
ynamical interaaction and leaad to dramatic HQ
degradatiion. The time traces recordeed during one of the APC cases are show
wn in Figure 844.

Figure 884 Time traaces of one of
o the APC cases obtaiined during experimentts with a sid
des stick.
Feel syystem charaacteristics an
nd control ssensitivity corresponde
c
ed to their op
optimum. Sin
ngle 2nd
structural mode, A=2
2A. PR=7.
As the bioodynamic testts showed (seee Ref. 17), thee biodynamic interaction is especially proonounced for the centre
and side ssticks. It shouuld be mention
ned as well thaat in the piloteed experimentts, APC cases were observeed only for
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the contrrol system with
w
a side stick; no one case of APC
C with a trad
ditional wheell was observ
ved in the
experimeents.
As it wass shown in expperiments of the
t 2nd test cam
ampaign (see Ref.
R 4), the introduction off the additionaal damping
into the innceptor loadinng system can
n improve piloot ratings (see Figure 85) by
y reducing thee level of the disturbing
lateral accelerations, annd, thus, reduccing the APC tendency.

F
Figure 85 Beeneficial efffect of sidesstick dampin
ng on pilot rating
r
of elaastic aircrafft.
Thus, dessigners of the control systeems with side sticks or cen
nter sticks musst pay a due aattention to seelection of
the incepptor feel systtem characterristics. To sellect them pro
operly, the in
nceptor loadinng system must
m
allow
variation of the parameeters (damping
g, in particulaar) with a widee range.

4

Trraining prrotocols fo
or unmas king A/R
RPC in sim
mulator

Improvinng the perform
mance of pilotss within A/RP
PC exercises in
n a simulator is discussed inn the present Section. It
should bee mentioned from
f
the begiinning of this Chapter that the highest emphasis
e
can be set on exp
posing the
pilots to tthose missionn tasks that aree most approppriate to triggeer A/RPCs. In
n this sense, inn previous Sections and
in Refs. [[3, 4], the taskk guidelines were
w
identifieed that the eng
gineer can usee in the simullator in order to trigger
A/RPCs. How to deal with
w these as a pilot when fflying these taasks is discussed in the preseent Section.

4.1

Training prootocols for RPC

The exam
mple below reelates to helicopters as thesse are more PIO
P prone. The same discusssion can be applied as
well to A
APC. It is welll known that the
t hovering ttask is already
y difficult, esp
pecially for stu
tudent pilots, and
a is one
that can ttrigger RPC problems.
p
Reff. 1 gave an innsight into thiss, the helicoptter’s most bassic exercise. Consider
C
a
helicopter hovering in calm air wheen suddenly a gust moves its
i nose slighttly down. If thhe pilot (or an
n artificial
stability aaugmentation system) doessn’t stop this m
motion, the helicopter will go back and forth across its
i starting
point witth an ever-inncreasing swinging motioon. This is characteristic
c
to the so-caalled helicopter “hover
instabilityy” in which the
t helicopterr motion in ppitch attitude and velocity will increase in time even
n after the
disturbannce stopped. Figure
F
86 illu
ustrates the phhysical background in the event of a diisturbance of the hover
conditionn. Looking at this
t Figure it follows
f
that thhe instability is in fact due to the propertty of flapping motion to
always daamp the fusellage motion reesulting in a pperturbation in
n the oppositee direction witith increased amplitude.
a
This is essentially the phugoid mottion with an eexchange of energy
e
between speed andd altitude with
h a typical
period foor helicopters of 20 second
ds. For aircrafft, one can co
onsider that ro
oll motion behhaviour is anaalogous to
helicopter’s longitudinnal behaviour.
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Figure 886 Cause off dynamic in
nstability off a helicopteer in hover (source Reff.2 )
To be ablle to stop this swinging motion, the pilott must constan
ntly move the controls. In ddeveloping thee ability to
do this, hhe/she must leearn: 1) to putt in just enouggh control witthout overreaccting and 2) too anticipate th
he motion.
Howeverr, before learnning these skillls the pilot sttudent will ov
verreact in hiss controls, am
mong others beecause the
helicopter is unable too react instan
ntaneously to pilot commaands. Therefore, there is a time lag between the
control innput and the helicopter
h
resp
ponse and thiis lag encouraages the “impaatient” pilot sstudent to use too much
control – with the resuulting overshoot and panic ccorrection. Th
his over-contro
olling coupledd with the poo
or stability
characterristics and the requirement to
t control altittude and head
ding as well geets the pilot im
mmediately intto trouble.
The situaation changes quickly from that of the pillot driving thee oscillation in
nto the pilot drriven by the oscillation,
o
exactly ass in a “real” RPC.
R
Referencee 5 explains the
t first experience that a ppilot may havee when learnin
ng to fly heliccopters: “The first
f
thing
that will pprobably happ
ppen after you
u say, " I havee control," is nothing.
n
If thee aircraft is trrimmed up prroperly for
straight-aand-level flighht, it will pretty much stay tthat way and fly
f by itself without
w
pilot innput. This willl continue
for severaal seconds, which
w
will seem
m like minutess, and just wh
hen you think you're startinng to get the hang
h
of it,
you'll nottice you've staarted to turn off from the selected card
dinal heading.. This is natuural and to bee expected
because m
most of us (bef
efore we becom
me helicopterr pilots) are no
ot too precise with our feett. What has ha
appened is
that in reesting your feet on the ped
dals, you've innadvertently put
p a bit moree pressure on one of them. This very
correctly will cause thee helicopter to
o yaw in that direction. You
ur initial deviations probabbly won't occu
ur with the
m
more on
n these. Actuaally, with a co
omfortable
cyclic or collective conntrols because you'll be cooncentrating much
amount of friction on the
t collective and throttle, yyou can proba
ably ignore yo
our left hand. The cyclic will
w require
the most attention andd you've be trrying very harrd not to cha
ange its positiion in the sligghtest from where
w
your
instructorr left it. Eventtually, no mattter how muchh you initially try not to, yo
ou'll forget aboout your feet. Next, you
will try too correct for the
t change in heading. Youu'll probably do
d two things (if you've reaad this book, listened
l
to
your instrructor, and are thinking att all sensibly) . First, you'll push harder on one of thee pedals and if lucky, it
will be thhe one that tuurns you back toward the hheading. Secon
nd, you'll try to help the m
machine back by adding
cyclic in tthe direction you
y want to go. I f the first action doesn''t create probllems, the secoond one will. If you push
the correect pedal, you'll probably push too hard. Well, what do
d you expect?
? You've neverr done this beefore. This
initiates tthe turn back toward the heeading too quuickly and then
n you'll push too
t hard on thhe other pedal and then
too hard on the first one
o again and
d back and foorth until everrything is tota
ally out of whhack and the instructor
takes oveer. Believe mee, by the timee he says, " I have control,," you'll wantt to give him the controls so
s quickly
you'll forg
rget to visuallyy check that he
h really does have them beefore you release them. If yyou make a cyyclic input,
you'll starrt rolling as well.
w And, beca
ause most peoople tend to pu
ull back on thee cyclic a little
le when they trry to move
it from onne side or thee other, you'll start some piitching movem
ments, too. Pittching movem
ments are when
n the nose
starts to bob up and down.
d
As it go
oes up—becauuse you uninteentionally pullled back on tthe cyclic—yo
ou'll try to
counter thhis by movingg the cyclic forrward, probabbly too much. As the nose dips
d below thee horizon, you'll counter
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again witth back cyclicc. And every time
t
you try tto correct pitcch, you'll be adding
a
more aand more rolll inputs to
correct thhe first one yoou made to cou
unteract the ppedal movemeent you didn't mean
m
to makee in the first pllace.”[ref.
5]
An explaanation of the pilot encoun
ntering an RPC
C is given alsso in referencce 5. In pilot’’s jargon RPC
C is called
“Pilot Indduced Turbuleence (pit)”. “E
Everybody hass experienced
d over-controllling or pilot innduced oscilla
ations and
everybody
dy does it. (Soome pilots sayy "pit," for pillot induced tu
urbulence). Even
E
experiencced, professio
onal pilots
over-conttrol when theyy check out in
n a new aircrraft. It's almo
ost impossible not to becauuse every airccraft has a
different ffeel. The heliccopter is goin
ng to be makinng all sorts off funny gyratio
ons in the skyy until you start to get a
feel for itt. Don't worry about it. It 'lll come. Ten hoours of stick tiime is a fair ru
ule of thumb bbefore most piilots begin
to feel coomfortable in a new machin
ne. But that's only a rule off thumb and everybody's
e
dififferent. As a new pilot,
much, so don
with less experience too draw upon, it will take yoou longer, mayybe three or four
f
times as m
n't worry if
you don'tt catch on rigght away. Eveerything comees with practiice. If you geet discouragedd, re-read thee quote by
Presidentt Coolidge (A
A/N 30th USA President)…(A
P
A/N ”Nothing
g can take the place of persiistence. Talen
nt will not;
nothing iss more common than unsucccessful peoplle with talent. Genius will not;
n unrecognnized genius iss almost a
proverb. Education wiill not; the world is full of eeducated dereelicts. Persisteence and deterrmination alone are the
omnipoteent”). So muchh for the pep ta
alk, we're stilll trying to fly straight-and-l
s
level. When thhe gyrations get
g too bad
or the insstructor feels your control movements aare so much out
o of sync tha
at you're not llearning anytthing, he'll
take the ccontrols. In a second or so
o, the aircraft
ft will be flyin
ng straight-and-level again,, steady as a rock, and
you'll sweear your instrructor is posseessed with myystical powerss. Don't let thiis bother you. It happens to
o everyone
and yourr instructor juust wants to give
g
you a chhance to startt from a conttrolled positioon again. Onee common
instructioon technique is
i to give the student
s
only oone or two con
ntrols to hand
dle, while the instructor takkes care of
the otherr controls. Thhis permits thee student to cconcentrate on handling on
ne control coorrectly while the other
controls ddon't go to piieces. Becausee changes in oone control ca
an affect the others,
o
it's eassy to start to feel
f like a
one-armeed wallpaper hanger
h
on a wobbly
w
ladderr until you gett the feel for how
h much conntrol input is needed
n
for
a given ssituation. Watch what your instructor dooes to calm th
hings down. Itt'll look like bblack magic at first, but
basically what he'll doo is simply putt the cyclic, coollective, and tail rotor ped
dals back to thheir neutral crruise flight
positions and hold them
m there. When
n he wants to make a correcction to come back on altituude or headin
ng, he'll do
it by incrreasing fingeer pressure on
n the approprriate control, not by moviing it. Flyingg a helicopterr takes an
extremelyy fine touch. In
I fact, once you
y have trim
mmed up in strraight-and-levvel flight, addded a tad fricttion to the
collectivee, and equalized the pressurre on the pedaals, you can easily
e
fly by ussing only the tthumb and forrefinger of
your righht hand. Findiing the neutral positions annd acquiring the
t necessary touch is whatt it's all aboutt. It simply
takes timee and practicee.” [Ref. 5]
To underrstand the chaaracteristics off the pilot imm
mediately beffore and after an A/RPC, A
ARISTOTEL conducted
identificaation experimeents in two ro
otorcraft reseaarch simulatorrs (SIMONA simulator (SR
RS) at Delft University
U
and HEL
LIFLIGHT-R simulator at Liverpool
L
Uniiversity) to deetermine the pilot controll strategy duriing a time
delay trigggered ‘possibble’ RPC eveent for a hoveer stabilization
n task of a Bolkow
B
Bo-1005 rotorcraft simulation
s
model (ssee ref. [6]) For
F this, a ro
oll disturbancce compensattory manual control task was flown in
n the two
simulatorrs. The duratioon of each ex
xperiment connsisted of two phases as presented in Figgure 87: Phasse I before
applying a time delay and
a Phase II after
a
applying a time delay of 300 milliseeconds in ordeer to trigger th
he RPC. In
each phasse, 81.92 secoonds of measurement data (T
TmI and TmII in Figure 87) were used for
or Linear Timee Invariant
(LTI) ideentification off pilot control behaviour. Beetween the measurement
m
partitions of thhese two phases, the socalled “piilot Post-Trannsition Retentiion phase” exiists, in which the pilots still believe that they are contrrolling the
vehicle opperated prior to the change of control eleement dynamiics before adaapting to the tiime delay app
plied in the
controls. The disturbannce forcing fu
unction was ggiven to pilotss as a sum of ten sinusoids between 0.06
61 Hz and
2.76 Hz. Four test pilots (A, B, C and D) were used in these experimentss and the meaan measured frequency
response (Hpm) was deetermined in Phase
P
I and Phhase II. It wass observed thaat for examplee, in Phase I Pilot
P
B and
C showedd almost samee frequency reesponses wherreas pilot A an
nd D showed higher
h
visual ggains. Pilot D showed a
noticeable distinct highher phase marrgin.

Figure 887 Understaanding pilot behaviourr in RPC
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The results in Phase II show the adaptation of the pilots to the RPC event (the RPC was introduced by adding
time delay in the control path). It was observed that all pilots matched almost the same low frequency (up to 3
rad/s) magnitude response except Pilot D, who responded with the highest visual gain which implies a higher
compensatory task performance with a high crossover frequency than other pilots. All pilots showed an
increased lead generation during Phase II. Another result is the reduction of pilots’ neuromuscular natural
frequency, such that the frequency of the magnitude peak has lower values in Phase than Phase I. This shows
that the pilot’s physical adaptation to RPC is to gain more phase while coping with added time delay. Akin to
neuromuscular resonance frequency, pilots also showed lower neuromuscular damping (for example pilot A
showed signs of a significant under-damped neuromuscular activation when compared to Phase I results). The
pilot adaptation when exposed to RPC triggered time delay could be summarized as:





There is a reduction in pilots’ visual gains during RPC, especially at low frequencies, this in
order to increase the vehicle stability;
There is an increase in the pilots lead equalization (equalization can be defined as the pilots
capacity to adapt their control behaviour according to the vehicle dynamics, in other words to
equalize what the aircraft is doing. It is generally accepted that the pilot equalization consists
of one lead term and one lag term) of the pilots in order to overcome the additional time delay
introduced in the control path;
There is a decrease in the pilot neuromuscular frequency and neuromuscular damping;

One of the lessons learned from this identification exercise showing the pilot strategy as exposed to RPC
demonstrates how important the human reaction time is in A/RPCs and one can be trained for improving this
reaction time in A/RPCs. Another lesson is that when exposed to a time delay in the control system, a
professional pilot is backs off from the control loop trying to calm the aircraft oscillations.
Discussing human reaction time, this can be defined as the time elapsing between the onset of a stimulus and the
onset of a response to that stimulus. Simple Reaction Time is generally accepted to be around 220 milliseconds
[ref. 7]. In simple reaction time experiments, there is only one stimulus and one response. Simple reaction time
can be gauged in a variety of ways but basically a person is asked to place their finger on a button or a switch
and told to manipulate that button or switch in response to a light or a sound. In this case the person is reacting to
a “Known Stimulus” during the observe step and using a pre-determined response during the decide step. It
should be noted here that many researchers have found that reaction to Auditory Stimulus is faster than reaction
to Visual Stimulus. Perhaps this is because an Auditory Stimulus only takes 8-10 Milliseconds to reach the brain,
but a visual stimulus takes 20-40 milliseconds to reach the brain [ref. 8]. A more familiar example of simple
reaction time is the “Brake Light Theory” “You are driving down the road and you “Observe” the brake lights
of the car in front of you come on. This is a “Known Stimulus” because you expect while driving to have this
happen and because you expect this, you already have a predetermined response, which is to remove your foot
from the accelerator and apply the brake. From the time we Observe the brake light (Onset of Stimulus) to the
time we begin to remove our foot from the accelerator, (Onset of a reaction to Stimulus) less time has elapsed
than if we were responding to an Unknown Stimulus, which brings us to the Flash Bang Theory. Our reaction
time is slower when we are responding to “Unknown Stimulus…”.(from Boyd’s O.O.D.A Loop and How We
Use It By: Tracy A. Hightower, www.tacticalresponses.com )
There are other factors that can affect the human reaction time, some of which can be overcome with training. In
1952 Hick [ref 9] confirmed that by going from one response choice (Decision Step) to two, response time
increased by 58%. This is widely known as “Hick’s Law” or “Hick–Hyman” Law [ref. 10] and describes the
time it takes for a person to make a decision as a result of the possible choices he or she has. According to this
law, increasing the number of choices will increase the decision time logarithmically. The Hick–Hyman law
assesses cognitive information capacity in choice reaction experiments. The Hick-Hayman law has been
repeatedly confirmed by subsequent research. For a pilot, if the vehicle does not react how it should, the more
choices the pilot has to choose from, the slower he/she will react. As an example if a student through training has
learned that at any given time his/her vehicle may experience a type one malfunction and he/she has trained to
have a single response then as in the “Brake Light” example, through training and experience the malfunction
has become a “Known Stimulus” and the solution has become a predetermined response and reaction time is
faster.
Other factors that affect the human reaction time are Denial and Emotional Filter. Denial is when you refuse to
accept or Deny that this is happening to you. Emotional Filter is a lot like Denial except that you wish that this
were not happening to you. Both of these things can and will affect your reaction time but fortunately they can
be overcome with training as this commonly happens with people who have little or no training.
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In 1960, Henry and Rogers [ref. 11] found that not only does increasing the number of responses affect human
reaction time, but also by increasing the complexity of the tasks, induces stress that can adversely affect your
reaction time. In their experiment, while doing simple reaction time test, the participants were instructed to
place their finger next to a switch and when they hear a certain sound, they are to flip the switch. After each
subject’s time was registered and recorded they used the same group and did the same test but added another task
to do after flipping the switch. The subjects were told to flip a second switch after completing the second task. In
both tests, the only time recorded was the time it took to push the first button and the researchers found that the
added stress of having a more complex task to perform caused each subject’s reaction time to increase by an
average of 31%.
Fighter pilots know that Fatigue is also an important factor affecting pilot reaction time. Colonel Boyd, the
initiator of the OODA concept in training in the 1950’s (Observe, Orient, Decide and Act), observed that in a
dogfight between F-86 and Mig-15, the pilots flying the F-86 were winning although it was known that F-86
aircraft was slower and less manoeuvrable when compared to Mig-15. The reason for this was that the F-86 was
fully hydraulically controlled and the MIG-15 was only hydraulically assisted. This meant that Boyd’s pilots
could operate their aircraft with easy and gentle manipulation of the controls, while the MIG pilots had to work
harder to manoeuvre their aircraft. Boyd found that the more his pilots manoeuvred and the longer a dogfight
persisted the more fatigued the MIG pilots became and the slower their reaction time became until the F-86
pilots were able to manoeuvre their aircraft into a position of dominance. Discussing on the O.O.D.A. Loop
mentioned above, one can conclude that this concept can apply also to pilot training in an A/RPC. This loop is a
way of explaining how the pilots go through the process of reacting to stimulus. First, one observes or gets
information (although we process approximately 80% of the information we receive with our sense of sight, we
can and do make observations with our other senses).The next step is the Orient step in which he/she determines
what it means to him/her and what he/she can do about it. In the Orient stage one is focusing his/her attention on
what he/she has just observed. The next step is the Decide step in which one has to make a decision on what to
do about what he/she has just observed and focused his/her attention on. Once one has made his/her decision,
finally the last step comes, that is to Act upon that decision. The O.O.D.A loop is what happens between the
onset of a stimulus and the onset of a reaction to that stimulus and this can be trained. In a pilot training protocol
for RPC, the first and last stage of the OODA loop, i.e. Observe and Act are important (see also the APC
recommendations below)

4.2

Training protocols for APC

The experiments conducted and analysis made in the previous chapters allow us to make the following
recommendations for training organizations to demonstrate aeroelastic APC events to pilots and to train them to
recognize and avoid these dangerous and unpleasant events.
Since the work done in the project dealt with roll control axis, the recommendations given here, are for
aeroelastic APC known as “roll ratchet”.
Types of simulated flight tasks.
The APC is a non-regular, accidental event. Among the triggers which can provoke APC to arise, is pilot “tight”
control activity. That is why the flight tasks should force the pilots to apply such style of control. Three types of
flight tasks are recommended:
1.
2.
3.

Gust landing
Tracking the “jumping” runway
Roll tracking task

The description of the tasks is given in Section 3.2.1.
The pilots are instructed to make sharp inceptor deflections to counteract the wind gust, or to track the visual
signal. The sharp control activity would provoke structural elasticity oscillations which can lead to APC event.
If there is no possibility on the training simulators to vary aircraft characteristics to demonstrate the APC
tendency, the modern inceptor loading systems can allow variation of feel system characteristics, for example
damping. The damping variation is an effective way to demonstrate APC tendency changing.
How to identify that an APC event is in the progress
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The aeroelastic APC characterizes itself by sustained accelerations at the frequencies corresponding to the
dominant structural elasticity mode. The auto-oscillations can make further task fulfillment difficult or
impossible at all, and lead to dramatic pilot rating degradation.
Figure 84 above demonstrates APC in progress. As this and other recordings made during APC cases show, the
aeroelastic APC grows very quickly. At the beginning the pilot can feel a certain small-amplitude “beating”,
which within 2-4 seconds can develop into serious sustained accelerations with rather large amplitude (up to 0.1
g). The accelerations cause abrupt body and limb-manipulator system displacements, which interfere with the
voluntary pilot activities and lead to the accelerations intensification.
Piloting techniques to avoid APC and to cope with it in flight
The aeroelastic APC is an accidental event, which can occur even if structural elasticity characteristics and
inceptor feel system characteristics are optimum (as it was observed in experiments in the ARISTOTEL 2nd test
campaign). The trigger can be pilot sharp control activity. Thus, the general recommendation for the pilots to
avoid aeroelastic APC in flight is to avoid the sharp inceptor deflections.
The introduction of the additional inceptor damping is the implementation of the idea. The damping does
increase the total inceptor forces at the frequencies typical of the active control activity, but prevents the sharp
control inputs leading to APC.
The control systems with side sticks and centre sticks are more prone to aeroelastic APC. If the APC occurs with
such types of inceptors, the only recommendation is to release the stick until the oscillations stop. If the pilot
continues to struggle with APC trying to stop it with a tighter grip, the accelerations can become even worse.
The control systems with traditional wheel are not so prone to the high-frequency APCs. Nevertheless, the APC
for such type of inceptor cannot be totally excluded, for example, when the pilot controls the wheel with one
hand on (the other hand is on the engine levers). In the project we did not consider this case in detail, but can
assume that if wheel is deflected more than 45, then an APC is possible.
If the APC occurs with a wheel, the recommendation to the pilot is to apply the other hand: two-hand control
provides APC’s reduction and disappearance.

4.3

Training Protocols for A/RPC: Pilot Guidelines

During the ARISTOTEL project, 6 professional pilots were used for investigations. Furthermore, some nonprofessional pilots were used. An important element of all test campaigns was the correct briefing, and
engagement of pilots. It was important for the pilot to know what is expected of them during the test campaign,
and the requirements for testing. This is very important for ensuring that standardized test procedures are in
place. Below are some of the key requirements when conducting trials;
Task Performance Aspects
It is important that the pilot is fully aware what is expected from their completion of any tasks. Given the chance,
the pilot will most likely not do the task as it was originally designed. Therefore, it is very important that the
pilot is aware of what is expected, and for the engineer to carefully monitor what the pilot is achieving. RPCs
only materialize in certain, possibly rare, circumstances. One pilots operation of the vehicle may be very
different from the next. This is why it is important that all pilots are required to excerpt the same levels of task
aggression. The tasks used in this project, performance tolerances have been carefully engineered to ensure that
the required levels of aggression are met. If the pilot does not perform the task to these tolerances, it is likely
they will not expose the same A/RPC tendencies as the next. In terms of standardization, it is really important
that all pilots complete the task as it was designed. Furthermore, it is not acceptable for the pilot to estimate what
will occur if they increase their performance to meet requirements. Occasionally, the pilot will comment “If I
kept doing this, I would award a rating of ….”. This is sometimes common in HQ investigations, where the
rating is very dependent on the task performance. As pilots become more proficient with tasks, their confidence
and performance is likely to improve. In A/RPC investigations, the dynamic nature of couplings could change as
the pilot becomes more proficient with the task. The result may be that the tendency for A/RPC increases.
Awareness of what constitutes A/RPC
The test pilot is always willing to investigate performance aspects of the aircraft. However, the pilot must be able
to recognize what they are looking for in the investigations. Furthermore, they must be aware of all definitions,
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and the understanding of various terms. If not correctly instructed, pilots will usually try and apply their
opinions, which may not necessarily agree with the opinions of those conducting the flight test. In order for pilot
comments, any subjective ratings, and any opinions of the flight test team to correlate, both must have an
understanding of the others views.
Therefore, in the briefing process, it is important that all pilots are made familiar with what constitutes an uncommanded oscillation, an un-demanded motion. Furthermore, it is important that pilots understand what they
are assessing, and when the assessment takes place.
Observation of pilot performance
During the test process, pilots may be experienced to unfamiliar and undesirable vehicle characteristics (These
are of course what the test team likely wants to see). However, these experiences may be slightly alien to the
pilot, and may leave them less than happy. There could be a number of implications from this that the assessing
engineer must be aware of. The first is pilot reluctance; it must be observed whether pilots are exerting consistent
performance, throughout their flight tests. Ideally, at the end of day, the pilot should be performing in the same
manner they performed at the start of the day. If the pilot feels any discomfort or sickness, it is likely that they
will dramatically change the way in which they fly the task to compensate. The second aspect is pilot tiredness.
If pilots are tired, it is likely that there performance would suffer alongside their ability to convey what they felt
during the task completion. This will lead to both spurious pilot ratings and the comments, and also likely lead to
a reduction in task performance.
Pilot Comments
The most important aspect of any piloted investigation is collection of their comments. Subjective ratings are
taken in order to guide the pilots comment process. Questionnaires or other measures may be employed to also
assist. After each test case, the pilots should give comments on their experiences which they had during
completion of the task maneuver. When presenting results or discussing performance with pilots, their comments
should always be used.

5

Conclusions

Concerning the Simulation Task Recommendations it was proved that for helicopters, piloting tasks that force
high gain, closed-loop pilot control should be selected. These tasks must have well defined, and well justified
performance parameters, to force consistent pilot control strategy. However, tasks are expected to expose
performance beyond that expected for normal operation of the vehicle. Suitability of tasks can be assessed using
Handling Qualities Ratings.
ADS-33 manoeuvres are a suitable baseline for RPC investigations. Tasks designed to assess vehicle handling
qualities can unmask RPC tendencies, when flown using a certain piloting strategy. However, tasks do not
necessarily expose deficiencies for all pilots. Pilots who are cautious, or use an ‘open-loop’ control strategy,
were shown to complete ADS-33 manoeuvres without exposing deficiencies due to RPC triggers. As a result, \
high scatter in pilot subjective ratings was observed. Therefore, tasks must be modified to ensure consistent
performance between pilots. Modifications should create a task that is operationally relevant, but pushes the
vehicle beyond the normal operational range.
Moving the reference pole of the Precision Hover course has the desired effect of decreasing pilot variability,
and increasing consistency amongst results. Furthermore, more dynamic and dangerous PIOs were observed,
exposing the possible oscillations that may occur in the vehicle. Moving the pole closer to the pilot also
increased the emphasis on the forward cue during completion of the manoeuvre. This was found to increase task
performance consistency, and reduce differences in performance attributed to differences in the simulation
cueing environment.
Changes in performance to the Roll Step did not show a large difference in subjective ratings awarded. However,
increasing the task speed did show a difference in results obtained. It is recommended that the task performance
requirements are again revisited. Very limited investigations with narrower gates showed a large increase in PIO
susceptibility. It is envisaged that changing task performance in this way will increase the success of the
manoeuvre in exposing PIOs.
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A range of pilots, of different experience and backgrounds should be used for completion of Mission Tasks.
Eventually, the aircraft will be flown by inexperienced pilots, who will have very different flying abilities to
experienced test pilots. In the investigations, it was found that operationally current pilots are less likely to
expose RPC tendencies whilst completing ADS-33 style manoeuvres. This is as they are more used to flying the
manoeuvre in an environment where safety is paramount. These pilots will be more likely to back-out or
abandon task as soon as they experience any problems. Test pilots who are less current, or more ‘experimental’
will give less consideration for safety, and will likely try and push the vehicle to its performance limitations.
Changes in performance tolerances should reduce the variability offered with regards to pilot control strategy.
For aircraft, determined are the requirements to all elements important to ensure adequate fidelity of aeroelastic
APC simulation (flight tasks, aircraft model, simulator dynamics, motion system drive algorithms, inceptor
loading system), based on the extensive simulator experiments and the basic knowledge on the pilot’s motion
cues perception:
Three flight tasks are recommended to use simultaneously: gust landing, tracking the “jumping” runway, roll
tracking task. The tasks force the pilot to make step-wise control inputs, which provoke high-frequency
structural elasticity oscillations and can lead to APC.
The model of structural elasticity must be accurately presented. The level of accelerations determines the pilot
opinion of the aircraft handling qualities and is one of the main factors leading to APC tendency.
Flight simulator must have good dynamic performance. Amplitude distortions can lead to the distortions of
accelerations intensity reproduction and, as a consequence, to APC tendency overestimation or underestimation.
The effect of phase distortion depends on the structural elasticity characteristics, but in any case lead to APC
tendency underestimation, due to the fact the aircraft response becomes not so abrupt, and pilots interpret the
accelerations as a high-frequency disturbance rather than consequences of their control activity. The
recommendations in this guideline are given to improve the flight simulator dynamic performance by
introduction of the special correction filters.
Lateral accelerations should be reproduced full-scale. Scaling down would reduce the accelerations’ effect and
distort pilot opinion of the elastic aircraft handling qualities or pilot training. Since the perception of
accelerations at the frequencies typical of structural elasticity does not practically depends on the low-frequency
accelerations caused by rigid-body aircraft motion, only high-frequency filters can be used to reproduce the
lateral motion.
Inceptor loading system must allow variation of the feel system characteristics in a wide range in order to help
designers to properly select them and to demonstrate to the pilots the APC tendency caused by inadequate
inceptor characteristics. Special attention should be paid to the control systems with sidesticks and center sticks,
as they are the most prone to APC.
These set of recommendations for fixed-wing flight control system developmental testing can also be applied for
accurate pilot training for aeroelastic APCs, which include types of simulated flight tasks, identification of the
APC in progress, piloting techniques to avoid APC and to cope with it in flight.
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